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A. Identification of the Area
1. Grigna, Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark
Name of the area, that is candidate by the European Geoparks Network and Global Geoparks
Network, is "Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark". The area includes the whole territory of
"Comunità Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone, Val d'Esino and Riviera." This includes also the
territories of municipality of Lecco, Ballabio, Mandello del Lario, Abbadia Lariana and Lierna. The
proposed Geopark is within the Province of Lecco (Lombardia, Italy).

Fig. 1. Location of the area
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2. Surface area, physical and human geography characteristics of the
proposed Geopark
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Fig. 2. Map of the Geoparks of Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake with particular remarks of the areas of Comunità
Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone, Val d'Esino and Riviera and the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park.
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The area of Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark extends for 492 square kms and it is
confined to the East by the Prealpi Bergamasche, to the West by Como Lake, to the North by
Valtellina and to the South by the first mountains of the Pre-Alps.
The predominant physiographic characteristics of the proposed Geopark are represented by Como
Lake, Grigna and Resegone massives and Valsassina that extend to over 20 km. The area is also
crossed by the Pioverna river and includes Piani di Bobbio, Artavaggio and Valvarrone (Fig. 2 and
Fig. 20).
Valsassina has a peculiar and different lineament as compared to the rest of the Pre-Alps. The
group of Grigna is completely surrounded by a system of interconnected semicircular valleys that
begin at the Como Lake and end at another part of the mentioned lake.
Between Lecco and Ballabio, first there is the Gerenzone river valley and ends up with an inactive
valley branch until Ballabio. From this last locality until Balisio there is a dead valley; narrow and
confined by walls of Dolomia Principale (Balisio Canyon Geosite n° 35 in Fig. 20) and with the bottom
of the valley, that represents the highest part of an old alluvial fan of Pioverna river flowing to the
South. The current Pioverna river has incised a deep gully, about 80 m deep and it flows to the
North. To the North of Balisio, the Valsassina opens in the hollow of Barzio and continues widening
until Tartavalle (Geosite n° 39) except for the Ponte di Chiuso (Geosite n° 11).
The Grigne group is a massif, composed by three overlapping thrust sheets; Northern Grigna
(Grignone), Southern Grigna (Grignetta) and Coltiglione. These are clearly delineated by a system of
valleys: valley of the lake in the West, the valley of Lecco in the South, Valsassina in the East and
Val Muggiasca in the North.
In the East there is an important cut of the Gerenzone Valley. The walls that border the Coltiglione
thrust sheet continuously produce debris (Laorca Conglomerate - Geosite n° 34). The Coltiglione and
Grignetta thrust sheets are deeply cut by three valleys, with roughly East-West trend. In the West
there are Val Monastero where the stream Zerbo flows, and Val Meria; to the West there is Valle dei
Grassi Lunghi. The Northern thrust sheet morphologically appears massive, delineated in the South
by thrust front walls. Slightly to the North of the peak there is an amphitheatre like plateau with a
quadrangular shape (Moncodeno - Geosite n° 1) particularly important for Karstic phenomena.
The basin of Barzio is surrounded by a large plane to the South and to the East, where settlements
have been sited. The Piani di Bobbio (Geosite n° 29) and Artavaggio (Geosite n° 42), located in
the South-Eastern part of the proposed park area, are Karstic plateaus mainly composed of
dolomitic rocks. Piani di Bobbio, situated beteen1650-1750 m.a.s.l., are bounded, in clockwise
direction, to the North by Monte Chiavello (1786 m.a.s.l.), Corna Grande (2089 m.a.s.l.), Zucco
Barbesino (2145 m.a.s.l.), and by Zuccone Campelli (2159 m.a.s.l.), by Zucco Orscellara (1853
m.a.s.l.), and by Cima Zurbo (1737 m.a.s.l.).
The piani di Artavaggio are plateaus with an average altitude ranging between 1600 to 2000
m.a.s.l. These are confined to the North by Valtorta, to the West by Valsassina and to the SouthEast by Val Taleggio. The highest peaks from North to East are Zuccone Campelli (2159 m.a.s.l.),
Cima di Piazzo (2057 m.a.s.l.) and Monte Sodadura (2010 m.a.s.l.).
Monte Legnone is the highest peak in the Province of Lecco and in the most western sector of the
Alpi Orobie, and its peak reaches 2609 m.a.s.l.
It has a beautiful pyramidal shape and appears as a prominent massive mountain located between
Como Lake and Valtellina, separated from the latter by Valvarrone.
Valvarrone is another important valley in the area. The Varrone stream starts from the springs of
Bocchette di Trona and Varrone, then flows in a steep slope until Dervio and gets into the lake.
The rocks that outcrop in this area are among the oldest, that are exposed in the whole Geopark
and they are part of the structural domain of the Anticlinale Orbica. The valley of Lake Lecco
extends to the South until Lake Garlate.
The Geopark is therefore interesting in both its geological and geographical aspects. In fact, the
area offer an important section of the South alpine Domain and for this reason historically it has
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been the objective of researches of many known scientists and the spectacular panorama has also
attracted several tourists.
The geographical aspect of the area is also particularly interesting due to the presence of the
Pianura Padana immediately to the South. This area is densely populated, so the Geopark can be
utilized by a large number of visitors. The activity and geological itineraries proposed by the
Geopark can be easily reached utilizing even public transportation such as the existing railway,
buses and navigation lines.
Most of the important sites can be reached easily due to the dense network of roads and properly
cleared footpaths. Most of the sites can be reached in one day from the most important and
populous cities of the Lombardia Region, distant only tens of kilometres (Milano 55 km, Como 30
km, Varese 55 km, Bergamo 40 km, Monza 41 km).
Administration wise, the Geopark is subdivided into 33 municipalities (Comuni) and 28 of these are
part of the Comunità Montana Valsassina Valvarrone Val d'Esino e Riviera: Barzio, Bellano,
Casargo, Cassina Valsassina, Colico, Cortenova, Crandola, Cremeno, Dervio, Dorio, Esino Lario,
Introbio, Introzzo, Margno, Moggio, Morterone, Pagnona, Parlasco, Pasturo, Perledo, Premana,
Primaluna, Sueglio, Taceno, Tremenico, Varenna, Vendrogno e Vestreno. To complete the list
there are the municipalities of Lecco, Mandello del Lario, Abbadia Lariana, Lierna e Ballabio. All
the municipalities are within the Province of Lecco in the Region of Lombardia. In the area of
Grigne Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark currently reside (2012) about 100 thousand people.
Almost 50 % reside in the town of Lecco just under 30% in the municipalities of Como Lake and
the remaining 25% in the municipalities of Valsassina and mountain minors valleys. Over the past
decade the population of this area has steadily increased. This growth demonstrates the
attractiveness of the region and it is in contrast with the negative dynamics that characterize other
mountain areas. The most important demographic element is the presence of a considerable
segment of young people and in the central age groups (20-64 years), with a not particularly high
rate of seniority, which recorded marginal increases in the last decade. Another important element
is the average level of education of the resident population, with a good share of the population
having completed secondary and university levels. This testifies to a widespread human capital
endowment whose effects are reflected positively on the economic and productive system.

3. Organization in charge and management structure of the proposed
Geopark

Fig. 3. Organigram of organization in charge
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The Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark will be managed by the Comunità Montana
Valsassina Valvarrone Val d'Esino e Riviera (later in this document named Comunità Montana),
that will utilize its proper management structures. The GAL dei Due Laghi s.c.r.l, one of the
subsidiary companies, and a scientific committee will also actively participate.
The Comunità Montana is a public organization formed by the law of 3 December 1971 N° 1102.
The main aim of this organization is to enhance its territories by conserving the natural
environment and by upgrading professions and skills, products and lifestyles of the people who live
in the mountains.
The municipality administrations that form the Comunità Montana are 28: Barzio, Bellano,
Casargo, Cassina Valsassina, Colico, Cortenova, Crandola, Cremeno, Dervio, Dorio, Esino Lario,
Introbio, Introzzo, Margno, Moggio, Morterone, Pagnona, Parlasco, Pasturo, Perledo, Premana,
Primaluna, Sueglio, Taceno, Tremenico, Varenna, Vendrogno e Vestreno.
The Institutional Structure that form the Comunità Montana are:
 Assembly (Assemblea), composed of 28 councillors of the Comunità Montana (Mayors of
the member municipalities or their delegates nominated by the mayors, either assessors or
council members of the respective administration);
 The Executive Committee (Giunta Esecutiva) composed of the assessors of the
Comunità Montana, perform all the administrative activities;
 President of the Executive Committee (Presidente della Giunta Esecutiva): is the
President of the Comunità Montana.
The technical offices under the leadership of Dr. Giacomo Camozzini (Director) are:
 Environmental and Voluntary Ecological Guards Operation Unit (Unità Operativa
Ambiente e Guardie Ecologiche Volontarie - GEV): It promotes the value of productivity
of the territory in respect to its natural potentials. This is done by projecting and realizing
specific tasks, organizing educational events, supporting eco-sustainable tourism and
planning. It manages the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park and the Site of Community
Importance "Grigna Settentrionale". To perform such activities the office works in
collaboration with the Voluntary Ecological Guards (GEV).
 Agriculture Operation Unit (Unità Operativa Agricoltura): gives technical assistance
and training to the employee, realizes initiatives of promotion and development in the sector
of environmental agriculture.
 Forestry and Fire Fighting Operation Unit (Unità Operativa Forestazione ed Anti
Incendio Boschivo - AIB): gives technical assistance to the municipalities in the field of
forestry. It also realizes initiatives of promotion and development in the silviculture field.
 Cultural Operation Unit (Unità Operativa Cultura): deals with the enhancement of the
historical and cultural heritages. By searching for public and private finances, recovering
some of the most important historical and cultural heritages and inserting them in the
tourism circuit and the principal tour operation guides.
 Technical - Territory - Public Works and Heritage Operation Unit (Unità Operativa
Ufficio Tecnico - Territorio - Lavori Pubblici e Patrimonio): deals with hydrogeological
and environmental restrictions, possible geological events such as landslides, instability,
projection and management of public works, accountability and competence of the
responsible to act, and make necessary procedures of utilization, conservation and
maintenance of all heritage of the Comunità Montana; road system beyond the
municipalities, procedures for emergencies and damage indications according to the Civil
Defence plan (Piano di Protezione Civile), security evaluation of ski tracks and elevator
systems located within the area.
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 Planning and Community Regulations (Unità Operativa Programmazione e
Regolamenti Comunitari): Facilitates the access and utilization of the EC fund by creating
efficient programs and information networks. The final goal is to establish a permanent
system of valorization of the territory.
 Tourism and Commerce Operation Unit (Unità Operativa Turismo e Commercio): it
coordinates to enhance the tourism in various municipalities, develop the sector, assessing
all the potentials and upgrading all the resources such as by increasing the tourism
information dissemination.
The aim is to enhance the environmental and cultural resources and economic-productive
structures making the tourism section a propulsive factor in the local development. Moreover, there
are other operating units of the Comunità Montana, such as the Economic and Financial unit,
Social services; Secretariat and General Affairs operation units that deal with the financial
management of the sector.
The Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park was proclaimed by the article N°11 of March 2 2005. By
the article N°12 of August 4 2011, the management authority of the Comunità Montana Valsassina,
Valvarrone, Val d'Esino e Riviera was identified. The institutional and administrative structure of the
Park are the same of the Comunità Montana. The director is Dr. Giacomo Camozzini.
The Comunità Montana in the management of Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark intends
to use also one of its subsidiary companies, the GAL dei Due laghi s.c.r.l. (Locally Acting Group); a
mixed public-private society, the leadership being that scored higher vote and financed to develop
and enhance the natural resources and tourism of the Como Lake and Porlezza and the
surrounding Alpine territory. It is not a profit society. Its objective is to promote new economic
initiatives, to enhance the human and material resources of the territory by stimulating the
collaboration between the local organizations and private investors. The society, in addition has to
create favorable conditions for the economical, social and cultural growth by promoting
development activities in all the sectors of rural environment, hand craft, industry services, tourism
and socio-cultural services according to the principles of sustainable development. This type of
development project is realized by the participation of all the socio-economic network of the
territory. It is therefore the principle of subsidiary, recognized by the Treaty of Maastricht (February
7 1992) which was the main guide to the process of the formation of the EU, which is also the
basic criteria used to form and develop the GAL dei Due laghi.
The Comunità Montana also formed a scientific committee to support the operation units. This is
either by introducing people from the academic sector or private professionals that have recently
studied and conducted scientific researches. In fact, most of them were studies made in
convention with universities and for other technical motives. These were conducted both in the
geological or geosciences and tourism (geoturism specifically) and territorial management.
Therefore, it is the choice of the Comunità Montana to apply the suggestions of the scientific
committee to program and project the strategic activities of the Geopark. Municipal territories that
are in the Geopark, but not within the Comunità Montana will be managed according to the precise
and privileged convention under the protection of the Province of Lecco (Provincia di Lecco) that
supports the project.

4. Application contact person
Giacomo Camozzini
Director of the Comunità Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone, Val d’Esino and Riviera, and director of
the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park (Parco Regionale della Grigna Settentrionale).
Tel.
+39 0341 910144
Fax.
+39 0341 910154
E-mail comunita.montana@valsassina.it
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B – Geological Heritage
1. Location of the proposed Geopark
The “Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark” (Fig. 2 and Fig. 20) (geographic coordinates WGS
84 of the center of the Geopark area 45°59’13”N-9°23’56”E) is confined to the East by the
administration limit of the Comunità Montana and extends, from the North clockwise, the peak of
Monte Legnone (2610 m.a.s.l), Pizzo dei Tre Signori (2553 m.a.s.l) and the Cima di Piazzo (2057
m.a.s.l). To the South limit of the Geopark extends until Morterone, following limit of Lecco and
extends to the North along the lake until Colico.
The following are boundary limit coordinates of the Geopark:
Northern extreme: the northernmost point of the Colico territory, near the Adda river (46°09’07”N9°21’47”E);
Eastern extreme: the easternmost point of the of Barzio territory, just South of the peak Piazza
(45°56’38”N-9°32’27”E);
Southern extreme: the southernmost point of Lecco territory, located within the Garalate Lake
(45°48’44”N-9°24’49”E);
Western extreme: the westernmost point of Varenna territory, it is within the Como Lake, between
Varenna and Menaggio (46°00’17”N-9°24’49”E).
The Geopark, although it’s totally within the Southern Alps, it has a very wide variety of sites of
stratigraphy, morphology, paleontology which are interestingly interwoven with local history and
human activities.

2. General geological description of the proposed Geopark (by P. Tognini)
By the end of Carboniferous, Europe was part of Pangea, with the old Hercynian chain being
eroded. Starting from the early Triassic (245 Ma) a vast shallow sea, the Neotetide, covered the
eastern part of Southern Europe which had a continental crust. During Jurassic (200-150 Ma),
Africa began to move Eastward in respect to Europe, causing at least two large continental E-W
fractures, breaking up Pangea and forming small plates (Iberia, Adria-Apulia and PelagonidiMenderes Plates), together with their surrounding seas, where later an oceanic crust was formed
(from West to East: the proto Atlantic Ocean, the Ligure-Piemontese Ocean, the Dinaric and
Vardar Oceans, with the last three probably linked Northward by a W-E branch). (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Plates in the Mediterranean area during middle
Jurassic (after Cita et al., 1990)

The history of the Alps is linked with the Ligure-Piemontese Ocean and its North-Eastern end: this
ocean, during Jurassic, separated the European Plate to the North from the African Plate to the
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South, with an oceanic crust at the base (basalts, serpentinites and gabbroes, covered by deep
sea deposits). By the end of Jurassic, velocity and direction of movements of the two plates
changed to compressive environment.
This compression induced the oceanic crust to be subducted southward under the African plate
(Fig. 5): the palaeogeography was characterized by a continental crust covered by a shallow sea
(Helvetic-Delfinese and Ultrahelvetic Domains) to the North. The ocean got deeper to the South
(Outer Pennidic Domain), the oceanic crust of the Ligure-Piemontese Ocean formed the Alpine
Ophiolitic belt and its sedimentary cover (Inner Pennidic Domain). Finally, to the South, the
Northern margin of the African Plate (better, the smaller plate called Adria-Apulia) was formed
which later become part of the Austroalpine and Southalpine Domains.

Fig. 5. Schematic model of the different terrains involved in the formation of the Alpine chain: E: Helvetic, UV:
Ultrahelvetic, V:Vallese; B: Brianzonese; LP: Ligeure-Piemontese Ocean) (after Cita et al., 1990)

During the Cretaceous period, the oceanic crust was completely subducted, and the Alps got
shaped, with Europe being partly subducted under Africa, and large slabs of the African Plate
cover thrusted West and Northwestward (Austroalpine Domain) over “European” domains. In the
meanwhile, the Southalpine domain was probably affected by South and Southeastward
backthrusting (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. The Alpine chain and its main
palaeogeographic-structural domains (after
Cita et al., 1990)

The Southalpine Domain
The Alpine Domain s.l. extends in the Northern part of Lombardy, and to the South it is covered by
the Po Plain alluvial deposits. Under these deposits, the deepest southern margin of the Alpine
Domain lies under the Apennine deformation front. The Alpine Domain s.l. is divided into two main
structural domains by a main E-W tectonic line, the Insubric, or Jorio-Tonale Line, which separates
the Alps s.s. (Pennidic and Austroalpine domains) from the Southalpine, or Prealpine, domain (Fig.
7 - 8).
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The Southern Alps are built with the Hercynic metamorphic basement, and their southern parts are
covered by a thick sedimentary series, mainly marine carbonate, continuously from Carboniferous
to Cretaceous-Eocene. The sedimentary cover is deformed and displaced by south verging thrusts
and large scale regional folds, both Alpine in age (Fig. 9).
The Southern border was involved in the late neo-Alpine back-thrusting (upper Oligocene-lower
Miocene) of the Southalpine Molasse (Gonfolite Lombarda, Rupelian-Burdigalian) over the
Cretaceous Scaglia Formation.

10

Fig. 7. Simplified scheme of the Central Alps: 1 = sand-gravel Plio-Quaternary deposits covering the Po Plain and the
main valleys bottoms; 2 = Cenozoic granitoid intrusive masses (40-25 My) (MBr: Masino-Bregaglia Massif; Ad Adamello;
Tr: Triangia Granodiorite); 3 = sedimentary cover of the Austroalpine Units (Q: Quatervals; C: Chavalatsch; O: Ortles); 4
= basement of the Austroalpine Units (B: Bernina; S: Sella; M: Margna; G: Grosina; L: Languard; Ca: Campo; TO:
Tonale); 5 = Mesozoic sedimentary cover of the Pennidic Units, sometimes associated with ofiolites (MO: Ofiolites; MF:
Malenco- Forno Ofiolites; SC: Schams; PT: Platta); 6 = pre-Alpine and Alpine basement of the Pennidic Units (AD:
Adula; FA: Tambò; GR: Gruf; SU: Suretta; BD: Bellinzona-Dascio); 7 = Oligo-Miocene conglomerates (MS: Southalpine
Molasse); 8 = sedimentary cover of the Southalpine units (AL: Luganese Anticline; AO: Orobic Anticline; CC: Camuna
Culmination; UA: carbonate alloctonous units; PS: paraotoctonous units); ) 9 = basement of the Southalpine Units (after
Cita et al., 1990).

Fig. 8. Schematic scheme across the Italian Alps-Southern Alps (after Cita et al., 1990)
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Fig. 9. Structural arrangement of the Grigna Massif, with its three S- verging thrust sheets (after Cita et al., 1990)

Fig. 10. Structural arrangement of the Grigna Massif, with the sedimentary units forming the three thrust sheets: An:
Calcare di Angolo; P: Calcare di Prezzo; B: Formazione di Buchenstein; Es: Formazione di Esino; GB+G+VS: Calcare
Metallifero Bergamasco, Formazione di Gorno, Arenarie di Val Sabbia (drawing Alfredo Bini)

Geological and structural history
The main phases in the evolution of the Southalpine chain are rich in geological and structural
records in the sedimentary cover and, the events younger than Carboniferous can be summarized
as follows (Fig. 11):
1 – Carboniferous-Anisic subaerial erosion of a preexisting metamorphic basement (formed on the
Pangea during an older phase of orogenesis, the Hercynian orogenesis (300 Ma)), resulted in the
deposition of continental conglomerates mixed with volcanic products (Verrucano Lombardo Geosite n°11).
In the area, the metamorphic basement crops out in the Northern part of Como Lake, while the
conglomerates of Verrucano Lombardo are well exposed west of the Grigna Massif (Fig. 7 - 12).
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Fig. 11. Rock formations of the Southalpine sedimentary cover (after AA.VV.,
1990): 1 = Conglomerato Basale; 2 = Formazione di Mesenzana; 3 =
Formazione di Collio, Pietra Simona, Vulcaniti del Varesotto; Vulcaniti di
Auccia; Conglomerato del Dosso dei Galli; 4 = Conglomerato di Ponteranica; 5
= Verrucano Lombardo; 6 = Servino; Carniola di Bovegno; 7 = Calcare di
Angolo; 8 = Formazione di Bellano; 9 = Calcare di Camorelli, Calcare del
Dosso dei Morti; 10 = Calcare di Prezzo; 11 = Dolomia del S. Salvatore; 12 =
Formazione di Buchenstein, porfiriti ladiniche; 13 = Formazione di Wengen,
Argilliti di Lozio; 14 = Formazione di Perledo-Varenna, Calcare di Meride, Scisti
bituminosi di Besano; 15 = Formazione di Esino; 16 = Formazione di Breno,
Calcare Metallifero Bergamasco; 17 = Formazione di Cunardo; 18 = Arenarie
di Val Sabbia; 19 = Formazione di Gorno; 20 = Formazione di S. Giovanni
Bianco; 21 = Dolomia Principale; 22 = Calcare di Zorzino; 23 = Argilliti di Riva di
Solto; 24 = Calcare di Zu; 25 = Corna; 26 = Dolomia a Conchodon; 27: Corso;
28 = Calcare di Sedrina, Calcare di Moltrasio, Formazione di Saltrio, Gruppo
del Medolo p.p.; 29 = Calcare di Domaro, Gruppo del Medolo p.p.; 30 = Rosso
Ammonitico Lombardo; 31 = Formazione di Valmaggiore; 32 = Formazione di
Sogno; 33 = Formazione di Concesio; 34 = Radiolariti e Rosso ad Aptici; 35 =
Maiolica; 36 = Scaglia; 37 = Scaglia variegata, 38 = Marna di Bruntino, Sass de
la Luna; 39 = Scaglia rossa; 40 = Flysch pelitico-arenaceo; 41 = Flysch di
Pontida; 42 = Flysch del Varesotto; 43 = Arenaria di Sarnico, Conglomerato di
Sirone; 44 = Flysch di Bergamo, Scaglia cretaceo-paleocenica, 45 =
Formazione di Tabiago, Formazione di Ternate; 46: Formazione di Chiasso; 47
= Gonfolite (Molassa Sudalpina)

Fig. 12. Simplified geological map of the Grigna and Mt. Resegone
Massif (after Cita et al., 1990)
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2 – Triassic regional marine transgression of a vast shallow sea (the Neotetide) took place on the
Pangea and expanded, since Anisic, from East to West, producing the transitional fan-delta
(Servino, Carniola di Bovegno) and the shallow marine deposits (Calcare di Angolo - Geosite n° 8,
Formazione di Bellano - Geosite n° 7). Successively a vast carbonate shelves with deeper basin
and lagoons were formed and produced (Calcare di Prezzo - Geosite n° 8, Formazione di PerledoVarenna - Geosite n° 6, Formazione di Esino - Geosite n° 5, Calcare Metallifero Bergamasco,
interbedded with volcanoclastic and terrigenous deposits (Formazione di Buchenstein - Geosite n°
8, Formazione di Wengen). These were followed by the final terrigenous deposits produced from
an emerged land in the South (Arenarie di Val Sabbia and Formazione di Gorno) and evaporites
(Formazione di S. Giovanni Bianco) (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Palaegeography during Ladinian in Lombardy (after
Cita et al., 1990)

The whole series is well exposed in the Grigna Massif, on the Eastern part of Como Lake district,
where the whole Triassic sequence, from Servino to Formazione di S. Giovanni Bianco can be
observed, but it completely lacks in the Western part and in the Larian Triangle: some important,
still unknown, tectonic line under the lake (Fig. 9 - 10).
3 - new carbonate shelves expansion ended with the formation of the Dolomia Principale, a thick
dolomite formation that cover most parts of the Lombardy region (Dolomia Principale, Argilliti di
Riva di Solto). In the area, these formations are well exposed, in their original sequence, on the
Western shore of the Como Lake, whereas in the Larian Triangle they are scarcely visible and
strongly tectonized.
4 – breaking of the Pangea caused rifting in the upper Triassic-Jurassic, opening the LigurePiemontese Ocean between Africa and Europe. The Southern Alps Mesozoic sedimentary series
represents the northernmost portion of the African passive continental margin. The rifting created
low sediment-rate rises and strongly subsiding N-S basin, into which thick silica-rich limestone
sediments were deposited (Calcare di Zu) followed by a deeper basin radiolarites and cherts, fine
grained limestone and finally marles and clay-rich limestones.
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5 – subduction of the ocean since the upper Cretaceous, finally produced the thick flysch deposits
(upper Cretaceous-Eocene). These formations crop out in the southernmost hills just at the end of
the Po Plain (Fig. 14).

14

Fig. 14. Paleography in Lombardy during upper
Cretaceous (after Cita et al., 1990)

6 – eo-Alpine deformation phase, from late Cretaceous (Turonian) to Eocene, causing postcollision South-verging thrust, which in this area is recorded as a blind thrust-sheet.
7 – meso-Alpine extension phase (lower-middle Paleocene), with the intrusion of Adamello plutonic
mass in the NE of the area (Fig. 7).
8 – during the upper Oligocene-middle Miocene, the neo-Alpine intense compressive phase
produced the main tectonic structures in the area. The Cretaceous thrusting increased, with the
Southward migration of the deformation front, emersion of the northernmost areas and formation of
the marine transitional and turbiditic deposits. In the late back-thrusting, the Formazione di Chiasso
and Gonfolite Lombarda (middle-upper Oligocene- middle Miocene) were deposited over the
Mesozoic sequence.
9 – In the lower Pliocene-lower Pleistocene late Alpine deformation phase, the first Quaternary
glacial deposits were formed (only glaciotectonic deformation are found in them; glacial and
periglacial deposits are widespread all over the area) (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 – Map of the Lombard glaciers during
the Last Glacial Maximum (drawing and data
by Alfredo Bini)

Palaeogeographic history
Brief and scattered sinsedimentation emersion phases of Ladinian carbonate shelves gave rise to
palaeokarst, occasionally cut by present endokarst systems, but most of the area was subjected to
marine environment conditions at least until late Cretaceous: from this period on, while the tectonic
and structural arrangement of the Alps was taking place, larger and larger areas were raised above
sea level, thus being affected by relief modeling and indention, both at surface and underground.
The palaeogeographic and palaeoclimatic history from late Cretaceous on is important to
understand the endokarst evolution, and it can be summarized as follows (Fig. 16).
1 – during the early -eo-Alpine deformation phase, a vast subaerial area in the Orobic Alps (NE of
the area) fed flysch deposits, while during Eocene they were fed from isolated small areas, which
proves the relief was already complex and spiked, thanks to differential uplift rates.
2 – the turbiditic sandstones of the Formazione di Chiasso (upper Rupelian-Chattian) were fed by a
siliciclastic source just North to the area: materials from the Eocene Formazione di Ternate in the
Formazione di Chiasso record early subaerial conditions in small portions of the area.
3 – the Southalpine Molasse submarine canyon deposits prove the existence of early valleys N of
the area and along the Insubric Line. Erosion of these deposits record the occurrence of differential
tectonic uplifting, due to repeated deformation phases; during lower-middle Miocene, the neoAlpine phase produced intense tectonic uplifting. Due to the Southward migration of the
deformation front, intense folding and back-thrusting, the whole Southalpine margin was raised
above sea level.
4 – intense surface erosion occurred, affecting an inherited hydrographic network modeled by
predating morphologic and structural features, with pre-existing valleys getting more and more
embanked. Minor tectonic differential uplift probably continued during the upper Miocene, thus
increasing the erosion rate (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 16. Formation and evolution of the canyon now
forming Como Lake, together with its endokarst
systems (drawing by Paola Tognini, 1999)

Fig. 17. The main pre-Messinian valleys in Lombardy
(drawing and data by Alfredo Bini)

During Miocene, all the central-western Lombardy was subjected to tropical hot and humid climate,
under a dense rain forest covering a strongly spiked relief. Intense and deep weathering occurred,
resulting in the formation of a thick fersiallitic red soils, both on the Gonfolite Lombarda and
Calcare di Moltrasio.
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5 – the Messinian drying-off of the Mediterranean sea caused a dramatic lowering of the base
level, resulting in intense erosion rate and deep embankment of Oligocene-Miocene valleys which
are presently well detectable, by seismic survey, under the present sedimentary cover even under
the Po Plain (Fig. 18). In all the Southern Alps, the relief in this period was strongly spiked and
quite complex, with deeply embanked valleys, sometimes veritable canyons, and very steep slopes
(Fig. 16). The steep and deep valley embankment, together with continuous tectonic uplifting,
resulted in a general gravity-related structure. The base level lowering caused intense and deep
karst and pseudoendokarst processes, which had been affecting the area from the moment this
was raised above the sea level.
6 – during the upper Miocene-lower Pliocene, Messinian valleys got partially filled with sediments
by surface erosion of the fersiallitic soil covering the whole area. The huge volume of the mobilized
sediments records very intense erosion processes, under continuous tropical climate. These
deposits were affected by early late-Alpine Plio-Quaternary deformations.

Fig. 18. Section of Como Lake in its deepest point (drawing
by Alfredo Bini)

7 – after the erosion of the upper Messinian conglomerates, lower Pliocene marine ingression
caused the deposition of thick marine clays on the bottom of the Messinian valleys. Later it was
covered with coarser materials from the coast line. Clay minerals clearly indicate the existence of
fersiallitc soils on the slopes. The relief should have been deeply indented, with a raise-like
landscape (Fig. 19), under persistent tropical climate conditions. Canyons bottom filling and base
level raising after marine ingression caused drowning of karst deepest parts, which during
Messinian should have achieved their maximum depth.
8 – during Pliocene, at the Southern margin, the late-Alpine N-S compressive phase resulted in a
reactivation of neo-Alpine blind thrusts at depth, causing on the surface a reactivation of large
scale Alpine folding, accommodation deformations and differential uplifting. A structural analysis of
deposits of post Conglomerati di Pontegana show a deformation phase continuous during the
whole Pliocene and probably until lower Pleistocene. After the lower Pleistocene, the only
deformations observed in sediments are glaciotectonics (Bini et al., 1993; Uggeri et al. 1995;
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Zanchi et al., 1995; 1997). Recorded differential tectonic uplifting in this area varies from 300
m.a.s.l. to 700 m.a.s.l., such as the Chiasso Plain. This fact is supported by the altitude inwhich the
lower Pliocene marine deposits are situated, both outcropping and in drilling cores (Felber, 1993).
This caused a new erosion of the predating valleys deposits and a concurrent slope gravity
instability, initiating deep-seated gravity deformation structures to be (re)activated. This resulted a
new phase in the evolution of the pre-existing cave systems, causing deformation of some caves
and cave passages.
9 – during the lower-middle Pliocene, the climate was tropical or sub-tropical, but from the late
Pliocene on, climate got colder and colder, announcing Pleistocene glaciations. Progressive
suffering and disappearing of the vegetation cover occurred and surface erosion of the Miocene
tropical soils and alterites increased. The marine regression and the first glaciations caused
discontinuous sedimentations characterized by debris-flow, fluvial and fluvio-glacial coarse-grain
sedimentation at the canyons bottom.
10 – a long period of alternating warm and cold climate began, related to the Quaternary
glaciations. During the last 2.6 Ma, at least 13 glacial advance phases have been detected in the
Verbano and Lario Amphitheatre (Fig. 15).

Fig. 19. Paleogeography of the Souther margin of the Como
Lake district during Pliocene marine transgression (drawing
and data by Alfredo Bini)

Between each glacier advance warmer interglacial periods are recorded. During cold periods
vegetation cover was reduced, or absent, glaciogenic sediments were deposited at, or below
glacier levels, while at higher altitudes periglacial detritus were produced and older soils, alterites
and older glacial deposits were eroded, transported and re-deposited. During warmer periods,
restoring of the vegetation cover and pedogenic weathering of pre-existing deposits occurred. The
Last Glacial Maximum occurred about 21 ky BP, while forest recovery is confirmed by pollen
analysis in deposits 15 ky old in the Como district.
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3. Listing and description of geological sites within the proposed Geopark
Fig. 20. Grigne
Valsassina and Como Lake
Geopark map. Geosites: 1)
Moncodeno Ice Cave; 2)
Fiumelatte; 3) Porta di
Prada; 4) Grignetta
pinnacles; 5) Sasso
Cavallo 6) Calcare di
Perledo Varenna - Type
section; 7) Formazione di
Bellano - Type section; 8)
Scudo della Grigna
Settentrionale; 9) "Nero di
Varenna" quarries; 10)
Bellano Canyon; 11) Ponte
Chiuso - Rocca di Baiedo;
12) Piona and Olgiasca;
13) Piani Resinelli Mining
Museum Park; 14) Barite
Mines; 15) Bocca di
Biandino; 16) Liassic paleo
ridge; 17) Val Fraina kame
terraces; 18) Zucco di
Maesimo; 19)
Conglomerato di Ponte
della Folla; 20) Bindo
landslide; 21)Troggia
waterfall; 22) Abandoned
iron mine; 23) Costa del
Palio Caves; 24) Valbona
mine; 25) Pizzo Varrone;
26) Mine and furnace; 27)
Val Biandino Pluton; 28)
Lacca della Bobbia karst
spring; 29) Piani di Bobbio;
30) Lago di Sasso mine;
31) Caleotto's mine; 32)
Canale del Peloso mine;
33) Ferrera cave; 34)
Laorca caves; 35) Balisio
Canyon; 36) Rialba
Towers; 37) Cainallo
moraine and lacustrine
deposits; 38) Mud
vulcanoes; 39) Tartavalle
thermae; 40) Pian delle
Betulle Deep Seated
Gravitational Slope
Deformation (DSGSD); 41)
Casargo saddle; 42) Piani
di Artavaggio; 43) Maggio
moraine; 44) Conglomerato
del Pialeral; 45) Mogafieno
Karstic area; 46) Prato
della Nave; 47) Travertino
di Necrebbio; 48) Fans; 49)
Nava hanging valley; 50)
Valle del Geron landslide.
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1 - Ghiacciaia del Moncodeno/Moncodeno Ice Cave
The ice cave of Moncodeno is the most famous cave with glacial deposits in the Lombardia Region
(see the description of Nicolas Steno, and probably it was also described by Leonardo Da Vinci). It
is the symbol of the whole plateau of Moncodeno. This has a high density of karst on the surface
and subsurface, that have developed in many phases starting from the emergence of the
Carbonatic platform that is known as Formazione di Esino.
2 - Fiumelatte
The cave of Fiumelatte is also an important karstic spring that is productive between the end of
March and November. During this period, a big flow of water comes out of the cave and flows into
Como Lake following a steep slope and is usually covered with foam.
Most of the water comes from Moncodeno. The cave is over 750 m long and it is situated along
faults and/or fracture zones, where the morphology is dominated by structural aspects.
3 - Porta di Prada
A prominent natural arch in Formazione di Esino uniquely opened on a hill side. It is a relict of a
previous large karst systems in the area that is testified by several cavities. The present
morphology is due to collapse or glacial erosion. The panoramic view increases the attractive
value, and this makes it unique as compared to other natural arches present in the Grigna.
4 - Pinnacoli della Grignetta/Grignetta pinnacles
Pinnacles and gullies are imposed on the Dolomia Principale; the characteristic morphology is
caused by gravity action and large portion of mountain flanks some of them are famous due to
known climbing routes. The density of these morphologies, their number and their size make the
area a unique landscape.
5 - Sasso Cavallo
It is a prominent evidence of over thrusting front of the slice of the Northern Grigna that has formed
very high walls of Formazione di Esino. The clinostratification of carbonate platform is also very
clear. Although the Sasso Cavallo is a climbing path, the sedimentary structure are visibile also by
the surrounding paths.
6 - Calcare di Perledo - Varenna - Sezione tipo/Calcare di Perledo - Varenna - Type section
The type section of the Calcare di Perledo-Varenna outcrops at Val Portone. It is 322 m long and
starts with a clay layer and pyroclastic material and continue mainly with limestone and dolomitic
limestone, grey to black in colour and somehow stratified. There are also marls layers intercalated
with pyroclastics. The Calcare di Perledo - Varenna has been deposited in isolated sea sounds
where water exchange with the open sea was scarce.
7 - Formazione di Bellano - Sezione tipo Formazione di Bellano - Type section
It is the type section of the Formazione di Bellano, testifying a paleo-environment of costal alluvial
plane formed during Anisico. There were also delta fans that were successively submerged. At the
base it is made up of conglomerates and sandstones, followed by layers of dolomite and another
sandstone.
8 - Scudo della Grigna Settentrionale
It is the best site where the basinal succession of Grigna could be observed together with the
lithology and morphology. The paleontological material is also very interesting with a stratum rich in
Brachiopods “Banco a Brachiopodi” and a site, where new species of fishes were identified. There
were Saurichtys and there are analogies to the fauna of Monte S.Giorgio (World Heritage of
UNESCO) and Southern China. More, the most ancient Italian starfish has been discovered in this
site.
9 - Cave di Nero di Varenna/"Nero di Varenna" quarries
The first reptile fossils in Lombardia were discovered in therse quarries in the 19th century (in
example Lariosaurus balsami). Lapidary materials have been also extracted and important building
like the Cathedral of Como were constructed from these rocks.
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10 - Orrido di Bellano/Bellano Canyon
Pioverna stream flows in the Canyon, just before it enters into the lake. The Canyon is entirely
formed by metamorphic rocks and it is probably due to the Deep Seated Gravitational Slope
Deformation (DSGSD) that has “closed” the Val Muggiasca. This has been introduced into the
tourist itineraries of Como Lake some centuries back.
11 - Ponte Chiuso/Rocca di Baiedo
Presence of the Valtorta fault can be closely observed and it can be appreciated and used as a
didactic example. The lineament is at a regional scale and the presence of Formazione di Esino is
indicated by the light grey color, in close contact with the Verrucano Lombardo that is red in color.
12 - Piona and Olgiasca
An important site where pegmatitic minerals rich in feldspars were extracted. Several samples of
tormalin, garnet, apatite, zircon and beryl are extracted from this site and are displayed in
museums and private collections.
13 - Miniere dei Piani Resinelli/Piani Resinelli Mining Museum Park
A mining complex of active iron extraction until the mid of the 20th century. Today partly
reconstructed, is used as a museum and it is open to tourists since 2002. It is organized for various
age ranges people.
14 - Miniere di barite/Barite Mines
Barite is extracted from the contact between the basement and the Permian Succession. The
extraction of mineral started in the 19th century, Part of the mineral was exported and part was
worked in the “Bario Salt factory” of Lecco. At the end of the mining concession organization of an
itinerary in the internal part of the mining area is expected.
15 - Bocca di Biandino
It is located on a structurally controlled valley and definitely a beautiful site. The morphologically
high was originally interpreted as roche moutonnée, but really they are folds in Permian
conglomerates. It is a perfect model to see the relationship between geological structures and
morphology.
16 - Paleoalto liassico/Liassic paleo ridge
It is an old lineament of high structures in the Lombardy basin. It is Hettangian-Sinemurian in age
can be easily distinguished by its facies. It is also characterized by mega-breccias and slumping
stratas.
17 -Terrazzi di contatto glaciale Val Fraina/Val Fraina kame terraces
At this site the kame terraces are very clear and these testify the landscape formed during the last
glaciation. They are developed on the both sides of the valley. Although they are similar to other
morphologies of this kind, here they are more appreciable because of the uncontaminated
landscape.
18 - Zucco di Maesimo
Klippe formed by the basal facies of the Dolomia Principale, made up of breccias that overthrust
the Calcare di Zu. The morphological distinction is clear and the top surface has depressions
formed due to tectonic and slope movements instead of karstic processes.
19 - Conglomerato di Ponte della Folla; 35 - Canyon di Balisio/Balisio Canyon; 41 - Sella di
Casargo/Casargo saddle
The three sites are linked to the evolution of Valsassina, where the last tectonic adjustment took
place starting from the mid Pleistocene. After this event the Varrone stream, that first originated in
Valvarrone and flowed in Valsassina in North-South direction, later followed only the Valvarrone in
North direction. Whereas the Pioverna stream, tributary of PaleoVarrone, flows to the North
following the whole Valsassina. As an evidence to this event there is the Conglomerato di Ponte
della Folla, consisting of clasts that came from a different basin that aliments the Pioverna stream
and the two dead valleys of the Casargo saddle and Balisio Canyon.
The later is distinguished by its vertical morphology that is typical characteristics of the Dolomia
Principale, that is clearly visible on the eastern slope of the valley.
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20 - Frana di Bindo/Bindo landslide
It is a didactic example of a rock avalance of 1 million meter cube that had knocked down the
village of Bindo. Although the deposit is partially reworked, the morphology is still clear. The
landslide is also perfect example of civil defence, infact management of the emergency has
prevented the occurrence of victims.
21 - Cascate del Troggia/Troggia waterfall
A remarkable waterfall of about 100 m high, from the Troggia stream at its entrance into
Valsassina. The waterfall has a pond at its base and this was mentioned by Leonardo da Vinci,
Stoppani and Cermenati, during their studies and excursions in the proposed area of the Geopark.
23 - Grotte della Costa del Palio/Costa del Palio Caves
The site includes the Maddalena cave, that is the principal complex, and the Alaska and Siberia
caves. The Maddalena cave is strongly controlled by the geological structure and it extends for
more than 10 km mainly with horizontal galleries. From this system there comes out the "Fiom Lat"
spring which collects waters that drain from caves situated on the opposite side of the slope. This
is a fantastic example to show that the external morphology does not govern the underground
drainage.
24 - Miniera di Valbona/Valbona mine; 30 - Miniera di Lago di Sasso/Lago di Sasso mine; 32
- Miniera del Canale del Peloso/Canale del Peloso mine
These are among the most significant evidences of mining that took place in Val Biandino. Both the
sedimentary cover and the basement rocks are mineralized.
25 - Pizzo Varrone
The angular discordance with different inclinations between the layers of Formazione del Pizzo del
Diavolo and Verrucano Lombardo is clearly visible at this site. The morphology of Pizzo governed
by the lithostructural surface is also beautiful.
26 - Miniera e forno/Mine and furnace; 22 - Miniera di ferro abbandonata/Abandoned iron
mine; 31 - Miniera di Caleotto/Caleotto's mine
These are evidences of mining at the upper Valvarrone area, where mining took place since 1600
a.D. The Caleotto’mine is also well preserved and it can still be visited.
27 - Plutone della Val Biandino/Val Biandino Pluton
It is an intrusive body of Permian age, composed of mainly diorite and granodiorite, subdivided in
many blocks. The aureole contact, partly highly developed, is the most interesting aspect. Textural
variations of the host rock are clearly visible and presence of xenoliths makes it more attractive.
28 - Lacca della Bobbia/Lacca della Bobbia karst spring
Karst spring of the Piani di Bobbio is characterized by its high pressure flow during the rainy
season. After few meters the cave is closed by a siphon, but beyond that it continues for more than
800 m. There are very wide spaces with columns up to 6 m high.
29 - Piani di Bobbio
It is a Karstic plateau where structural and morphological aspects are added. Fault planes are
visible along the steep slopes of Passo del Toro and from walls of the Dolomia Prinicpale and
flanks of the Plateau. The Karst structures are mainly represented by sinkholes and small shafts,
although many of the morphologies are formed due to the slope dynamics and tectonic lineaments.
33 - Grotta Ferrera/Ferrera cave
It is one of the most wide caves of Grigna with a hall of about 170 x 40 m wide. The cave
developes along a big fracture and the internal morphology testifies that it was widened by
successive roof collapes. It is a famous site in the area and this is partly due to the iron mining in
the past. An hydric circulation is present, probably related to the big “Acqua Bianca spring” that is
present a few distance from the cave.
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34 - Grotte di Laorca/Laorca caves
It is a complex of many caves that are opened in the Laorca conglomerate that is formed by
cemented slope debris. Laorca cave is very large, partly occupied by the cemetery of Laorca,
where as San Giovanni cave is more developed with concretions and small basins.
36 - Torrioni di Rialba/Rialba Towers
The towers are up to 100 m high and are made up of Conglomerato di Rialba. The conglomerate
was formed due to a big and old landslide; the towers are due to lateral spreads that extend all
along the slope. Due to the location of the towers that is near to important roads and a railway,
they are under a strict control by a modern system.
37 - Morena e depositi lacustri del Cainallo/Cainallo moraine and lacustrine deposits
An excellent glaciolacustrine deposit of over 40 m thick, containing dropstones and laminations.
The lake was formed during the last glaciation occupying the space between the mountain side
and the end moraine of the glacial tongue that stopped after penetrating the valley. The glacial
deposit is still visible where the shelter of Cainallo has been constructed.
38 - Vulcanelli di fango/Mud vulcanoes
These are small eruption manifestations that appear near the Pioverna stream and the adjacent
area. These are caused by the up-flow of silts due to the presence of pressurized groundwater in
contact with the substratum. The substratum is affected by a Valtorta fault. The fault controls the
up flow of the groundwater and sometimes it is associated with mud eruptions and sometimes it
causes subsidence of the ground.
39 - Terme di Tartavalle/Tartavalle thermae
These are the outcome of many mineralized and oligomineralized springs, that are both from deep
and shallow groundwater circulations within Verrucano Lombardo and Servino. These were active
for more than a century and at present they are under a project of rehabilitation and it is another
means of tourist attraction in the area.
40 - DGPV Pian delle Betulle/Pian delle Betulle Deep Seated Gravitational Slope Deformation
(DSGSD)
A very good representation of a deep slope that is deformed by gravitational activities. This
phenomenon is quite diffused in the area which also has strongly influenced the morphology of the
area. Ridge-top depressesions are present, valleys are aligned parallel to mountain slopes,
trenches and counterscarps make the presence of DSGSD clear, even to non experts.
42 - Piani di Artavaggio
A karstic plateau characterized by the presence of many superficial and underground
morphologies that are manifested including on dolomites. Most of the subsurface morphologies are
related to the fractures of the rocks and slope movements instead of karstism.
43 - Morena di Maggio Maggio moraine
A moraine complex that occur in the Southern part of Valsassina, These are products of the last
maximum glacial and some other older moraines. The LGM moraines is visibile at the cemetery of
Maggio.
44 - Conglomerato del Pialeral
It is a big slab of conglomerate usually within the Grèze Litées facies. It is formed by a slope debris
during the cold seasons, of probably the Mid Pleistocene. Inversion of the relief caused by the
evolution of the surrounding valleys is very interesting.
45 - Carsismo di Mogafieno/Mogafieno Karstic area
A slope made up of Formazione di Esino with many superficial morphologies such as Karstic
fissures, bogaz and karren.
46 - Prato della Nave
A beautiful moraine deposit of the last maximum glacial period, over 400 meters long indicated by
the presence of erratic blocks on the crest. It is one of the few evidences for the presence of a
moraine along the side of the lake.
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47 - Travertino di Necrebbio
It is a big deposit, more than 40 meters thick and partially still active. It is identified as microhermal,
stromatolitic and waterfall travertine. The later forms the frontal part of the deposit. Dating made on
these rocks show an age of at least the Upper Pleistocene.
48 - Conoidi/Fans
The fans of Como Lake usually form complex edifices. These are partly developed from alluvial
and partly from landslide deposits. They have an interwoven history with many phases of glacial
advancements and retreats. The Mandello del Lario fan is formed partly by pre-LGM (cemented)
and partly by the post-LGM (non cemented) deposits. An old shore terrace is also clearly visible,
indicating that the lake was at a much higher level than its present position.
49 - Valle sospesa di Nava/Nava hanging valley
The hanging valley is crosscut by the Valle dell'Acquaduro in the North and by the retreating spring
of Lacca della Bobbia in the South. The valley has a smooth profile and it is covered with a big
slope debris deposits. Its evolution as a hanging valley is probably due to the movements of the
Linea della Valtorta and Linea del Faggio.
50 - Frana della Valle del Geron/Valle del Geron landslide
This is an important landslide, located at the right-hand side of the Balisio Canyon, with well
defined morphology. The landslide is very big and the related deposit, partially cemented, have
formed a large fan where the village of Balisio has been founded.
A more detaliled and completed description of the Geosites is in the Annex 4 “List and detailed
description of existing Geosites”

4. Details on the interest of these sites in terms of their international,
national, regional or local value
GE
OSI
TE
n°

GEOSITE NAME

LEVEL
OF
INTER
EST

1*

MONCODENO ICE CAVE*

2*

VALUE

GEOSCIE
NCE
SUBJECT

MUNICIPALITY

I

SC/ED/HI

GE/PC

ESINO LARIO

FIUMELATTE*

I

SC/ED

HY/GE

VARENNA

3

PORTA DI PRADA

N

SC/ED/AE

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

4

GRIGNETTA PINNACLES

N

SC/AE

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

5

SASSO CAVALLO

N

SC/AE/ED

SG/GE/ST

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

N

SC/ED

ST

PERLEDO

N

SC

ST

BELLANO

I

SC/ED

ST/PA/GE

PASTURO

6*

7*

8*

CALCARE DI PERLEDO
VARENNA - TYPE
SECTION*
FORMAZIONE DI
BELLANO - TYPE
SECTION*
SCUDO DELLA GRIGNA
SETTENTRIONALE*
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9*
10*
11*
12*
13*
14*
15*
16*
17
18
19*
20*
21*
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

"NERO DI VARENNA"
QUARRIES*
BELLANO CANYON*
PONTE DI CHIUSO ROCCA DI BAIEDO*
AND OLGIASCA*
PIANI RESINELLI MINING
MUSEUM PARK*
BARITE MINES*
BOCCA DI BIANDINO*
LIASSIC PALEO RIDGE*
VAL FRAINA KAME
TERRACES
ZUCCO DI MAESIMO
CONGLOMERATO DI
PONTE DELLA FOLLA*
BINDO LANDSLIDE*
TROGGIA WATERFALL*
ABANDONED IRON MINE
COSTA DEL PALIO CAVES
VALBONA MINE
PIZZO VARRONE
MINE AND FURNACE
VAL BIANDINO PLUTON
LACCA DELLA BOBBIA
KARST SPRING
PIANI DI BOBBIO
LAGO DI SASSO MINE
CALEOTTO'S MINE
CANALE DEL PELOSO
MINE

N

SC/HI

MI/PA

PERLEDO

N

SC/AE/ED

GE

R

SC/ED/HI

SG

N

SC/ED

PE

BELLANO
INTROBIO/PASTUR
O
COLICO

N

ED/HI

MI

ABBADIA LARIANA

N
R
R

SC/ED
SC/AE/HI
SC

MI/PE
GE/SG
ST

PRIMALUNA
INTROBIO
MORTERONE

R

SC/ED

GE

PREMANA

R

SC

SG

R

SC

SE

N
L
L
R
L
R
L
N

SC/EDAP
AE/HI/ED
ED/HI
SC
ED/HI
AE/ED
ED/HI
SC/AE

GE
GE
MI
HY/GE
MI
ST/SG/GE
MI
PE

MOGGIO
CREMENO/PASTU
RO
CORTENOVA
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
MORTERONE
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO

R

SC

GE/HY

BARZIO

R
L
L

SC/AE/ED
ED/HI
ED/HI

GE/SG
MI
MI

BARZIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO

L

ED/HI

MI

INTROBIO

33

FERRERA CAVE

L

SC/ED

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

34

LAORCA CAVE

R

SC/AE

GE

LECCO

35

BALISIO CANYON

R

SC/AE/ED

GE

BALLABIO

36

RIALBA TOWERS

R

SC/ED

GE/AP

ABBADIA LARIANA

37

CAINALLO MORAINE AND
LACUSTRINE DEPOSITS

N

SC/ED/AE

GE

ESINO LARIO

L
R

SC
SC/ED

GE/HY/AP
HY

TACENO
TACENO

R

SC/ED

GE

MARGNO

R
R
L

SC
SC/AE
SC

GE
GE/SG
GE

CASARGO
MOGGIO
CREMENO

38
39
40
41
42
43

MUD VULCANOES
TARTAVALLE THERMAE
PIAN DELLE BETULLE
DEEP SEATED
GRAVITATIONAL SLOPE
DEFORMATION (DSGSD)
CASARGO SADDLE
PIANI DI ARTAVAGGIO
MAGGIO MORAINE

44

CONGLOMERATO DEL
PIALERAL

R

SC/ED

SE/GE

PASTURO

45

MOGAFIENO KARSTIC
AREA

L

SC/ED

GE

PASTURO

46

PRATO DELLA NAVE

L

SC

GE

ABBADIA LARIANA

47

TRAVERTINO DI
NECREBBIO

R

SC/AE

GE

ABBADIA LARIANA
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(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
IT2030601
(SPA)
IT2030601
(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
IT2030601
Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale

(SCI)
IT2030001
(SPA)
IT2030601

Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale
Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale

(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
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IT2030601
48

FANS

L

SC

GE

49

NAVA HANGING VALLEY

L

SC

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO
BARZIO/INTROBIO

50

VALLE DEL GERON
LANDSLIDE

L

SC

GE

PASTURO

(SPA)
IT2030601

Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale

Tab. 1. List of the Geosites identified in the Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark area (*Geosites identified by Lombardy
Regional law -DGR IX/2616, 30 novembre 2011). Legend Level of interest: I=International N = National, R = Regional, L = Local.
Value: AE= Aesthetic; ED= Educational; HI = Historical, SC=Scientific. Geoscience subject: AP=Applied Geology; GE:
Geomorphology; HY=Hydrogeology; MI=Mining; PA= Palaentology; PC=Palaeoclimatology; PE=Petrographic and mineralogic; SE
Sedimentology; SG=Structural geology; ST=Stratigraphy. Natura 2000 sites: SCIs = Sites of Community Importance (Siti di Interesse
Comunitario), SPAs = Special Protection Areas (Zone di Protezione Speciale)

C – Geoconservation
1. Current or potential pressure on the proposed Geopark
The area of the proposed Geopark is an important tourists destination particularly during the
summer and winter periods. The area surrounding the lake is invaded by tourists for the whole
year. Even though there is a large flow of tourists in the area, there is no negative impact on the
Geosites. In fact, during the winter period tourists are concentrated on the ski zone and this doesn't
affect the Geosites. During the summer season, tourism is naturalistic and excursion oriented and
it utilizes the existing dense footpath network. The environmental and natural heritage are
appreciated and enjoyed by the tourists in sustainable way and extra operations and
infrastructures, that can alter the existing territorial conditions, are not necessary. To upgrade and
facilitate tourism, there are some projects to utilize the lake as a means of connection between
various parts of the proposed Geopark. Good examples are the geological excursions; in this way
the whole geology of the area could be appreciated from very interesting and unusual point of view.
Geological, geomorphological, archeological and naturalistic sites shouldn't be subjected to
impoverishment or destruction. "Sensible and vulnerable" sites where fossils and minerals outcrop
will be given major attentions, then the territory will be recognized as a Geopark. In fact, this will be
an additional opportunity not only to protect the area by administration and enhancing the
geological heritages, but also to educate the tourists and the local inhabitants. Emphasizing the
importance and showing the value by disclosure, will push several organizations to be responsible
and will be more aware of the geological heritage and its effects and attraction of geoturism.

2. Current status in terms of protection of geological sites within the
proposed Geopark
The Italian normative to protect geological heritages dates back to 1939, when the law of June 29 1939
N° 1497 introduced the definition of "singolarità geologica" (geological singularity), attached with the
"bellezza naturale" (natural beauty). The successive regulation for the application of the law (Royal
decree of June 3 1940, N° 1357) distinguished the panoramic beauty, since the geological singularity is
determined by its strong scientific interest. The Regione Lombardia was the first among the Italian
regions to select sites with geological and natural interest and subjected them to protection (Ferrario et
al., 1982). These sites (Geotopi) identified in the first list have increased with time within the last 15
years, thanks to the Regional General Directorate of environment (Direzione Generale Regionale
Ambiente), and they were directly related by law to the natural resources and monuments.
In the normative of the EU, the Geosites have a clear position, particularly in recommendation of the
European Council Rec (2004) 3 for the conservation of geological wealth and areas of particular
geological interest. This law was adopted in Italy by the Ministerial Committee in May 5 2004.
In the same year (2004) the Code of the Cultural Heritages and Landscape (Codice dei Beni
Culturali e del Paesaggio) (D.Lgs. January 22 2004, n° 42), identified within the protected wealth in
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"manifestazioni identitarie percepibili" (visible identity indicators) and to be involved in the
regulation of "valorization and protection". The regional choice, indicated by the proposal of a
Regional Landscape Plan (Piano Paesaggistico Regionale), is not to make reference only to
particular situations to enter them in the Landscape and environmental heritage and protect it by
law. More, the choice is to activate protection and valorizing the whole system of Geosites within
the Region and Provinces by the Landscape planning of the Regione Lombardia and its Provinces.
The Regione Lombardia has recently added to the integration and updating of the Regional
Territorial Landscape Plan (Piano Territoriale Paesistico Regionale), applicable since 2001. This is
in the view of the new regional and national framework, within the field of the definition of the
proposal of Regional Territorial Plan (Piano Territoriale Regionale - PTR) that is also related to the
Landscape Plan.
The new element added to the above described laws is the incorporation of the Geosites as a new
category of territorial protection and valorization. The Landscape plan defines the Geosites and
has classified them according to their scientific interest and value (from the inventory list of ISPRA Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e Ricerca Ambientale- the Institute of Environmental Protection
and Research - ex APAT). Depending on the reasons of their institution, the Landscape Plane
submit them among the 3 types of protections. In addition, the Regional Landscape Plan attributes
to the Province and Parks through the territorial plan competences, the task of land marking
precisely the identified sites in the Regional Landscape plan: more it gives to Park and Provinces
the power to identify new local Geosites. Through their Provincial Coordination Territorial Plan
(Piano Territoriale di Coordinamento Provinciale - PTCP), the provinces ask their municipalities, by
Territory Managment Plan (Piano di Governo del Territorio - PGT), to compile a specific norm to
protect their Geosites, landmark them and hope their valorization. The Geosites have a role not
only in the recognition of the earth history, but also in supporting the biodiversity and maintenance
of the ecosystem integrity. For the Geosites that are located within the Grigna Settentrionale
Regional Park, the law of L.R. n° 16 of July 16 2007 (ex L.R. n°11 of March 2 2005) has stabilized
that the park was formed with the following finalities: the conservation of unique geological
features, paleontological formations, water and hydrological balance for the tourist, cultural,
didactic and recreation purposes, compatible with the natural landscape defense.
It is believed that all the applied laws to protect the geological, geomorphological, hydrogeological,
paleontological and mineralogical wealth were sufficient to grant an adequate protection of these
sites. In terms of protection, the Geosites identified within the Geopark are well protected (Annex
4). Information diffusion is what is lacking. Creation of the Geopark will make the sites more
productive and they will add value since the geological history of the area will be added in their
descriptions.

3. Data on the management and maintenance of these sites
The responsible organization of the Geosites within the Geopark will be the same that
administrates the Geopark, i.e. the Comunità Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone Val d'Esino e
Riviera. In the field of its institutional competence it will manage and coordinate projects to give
higher values in collaboration with stakeholders in the territory.
The Regional Landscape Plan (Piano Paesaggistico Regionale - PPR) foresees (...) that the
Provinces and the Regional Parks, through their Coordination Territory Plan (Piani Territoriali di
Coordinamento PTC) should precisely delineate the areas of Geosites and introduce “Confirmative
provisions for better definition” that will be applied on heritage protection (...). It is also the
responsibility of the provinces and regional parks to select local Geosites, according to the criteria
utilized by the Region for the regional sites. In case of overlaps with the Site of Community
Importance (SCI) and natural reserves, the directions listed in the specific plan management will be
applied.
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The Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park as indicated in the previous paragraph, in compliance
with the law it has a double function in the protection of the geological heritage and “natural
equilibrium” and valorization of the sustainability of the territory.
So that many laws and plans are related to Geosites conservation, protection and valorization, at
different administrative level. The collection of all this documents, with different skills and roles, are
the active master plan of Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark. The Comunità Montana and
Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park can use an updated plan (master plan) to manage the territory
of the Geopark.
Institutions
Municipalities
Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park
Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park
Provincia di Lecco
Comunità Montana Valsassina
Valvarrone Val d’Esino e Riviera
Comunità Montana Valsassina
Valvarrone Val d’Esino e Riviera
Provincia di Lecco
Regione Lombardia

Territory master plans with references to Geosites
Territory Managment Plan (Piano di Governo del Territorio - PGT)
Coordination Territorial Plan (Piano Territoriale di Coordinamento - PTC)
Nature 2000 Network sites (SCIs and SPAs) managment plan
Socio-Economic Development Plan (Piano di Sviluppo Socio-Economico)
Forest Managment Plan (Piano di Indirizzo Forestale - PIF)
Provincial Coordination Territorial Plan (Piano Territoriale di Coordinamento
Provinciale - PTCP)
Regional Landascape Plan (Piano Paesaggistico Regionale - PPR)

Tab. 2. Institution and related plans concening also Geosites

The Comunità Montana, in the last few years has valorized all the sites that are in its territory. In
some of them didactic tables and totem have been installed. Others (such as the Caleotto's mine
and Moncondeno Ice Cave) were secured and/or furnished in such a way that they could be
visited. Others (i.e. Fiumelatte) were subject of projects, managed by municipalities, directed
towards security and upgrading their utilities.
The Comunità Montana was the first in the program of INTERREG III A Italy-Switzerland under the
title "A 350 million years long journey, the Geosites of Insubria; new opportunity for tourism".
Thanks to this ambitious project, some of the Geosites present in the proposed Geopark were
inserted in an effective international network. With this proposal we want to reinforce the work
started, in fact, by adding new Geosites to the existing ones, it is possible to give a complete view
regarding the evolution of the zone incorporating many aspects (not only paleontology,
stratigraphy, geomorphology, but also historical and social aspects). In the previous occasion these
were only slightly mentioned or neglected. In the meantime, joining the European Geopark
Network is a big opportunity to plan a strategy of a concrete management that will be applied to the
local reality, whereas protection of the sites will remain the responsibility of the proposed
organizations.

4. Listing and description of non-geological sites and how they are
integrated into the proposed Geopark
The area of the Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark is not only characterized by peculiar
geological features, but thanks to the Alpine, Pre-Alpine and lacustrine environments, it is rich in
natural conditions, art, history and culture. Within the proposed Geopark, due to the high quality
landscape diversity and from slopes covered with wood to Alpine type valleys and lake landscapes,
forms a large variety of microhabitats and consequently an elevated quantity of biodiversity.
As an evidence of this wealth and its diversity and in general the natural gift of the area of the
proposed Geopark, there are already several recognized protected areas both in the internal part
of the park and the surrounding areas.
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Beyond the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park, within the proposed Geopark, there are five
protected areas by the Nature 2000 Network. Among which two are Sites of Comunitary
Importance (SCI) that are dedicated to the conservation of their habitat (Habitats Directive
92/43/CEE May 21 1992). Three zones are “Special Protection Area” (SPA), originally made to
protect migrating birds, Birds Directive 2009/147/CE (ex 79/409/CEE). There is also a local park
called "Parco del Valentino" which is beyond the municipality management (PLIS). Moreover, there
are the Parco Regionale dell'Adda Nord and the Parco Naturale dell'Adda Nord that are partly
included in the area of the proposed Geopark.
The protected area that are within the proposed Geopark and its surrounding are listed below.
Type of the
protected area

Name of the protected area

Code

Relationship with the
Geopark

SCI

Grigna Settentrionale

IT2030001

Totally included

SCI

Grigna Meridionale

IT2030002

Totally included

SCI

Pian di Spagna e Lago di Mezzola

IT2040042

Adjoining

SCI

Val Lesina

IT2040026

Adjoining

SCI

Valle del Bitto di Gerola

IT2040027

Adjoining

SCI

Monte Barro

IT2030003

Neighboring

SPA

Grigne

IT2030601

Totally included

SPA

Monte Resegone

IT2060301

Partially included

SPA

Costa del Palio

IT2060302

Partially included

SPA

Lago di Mezzola e Pian di Spagna

IT2040022

Adjoining

SPA

Parco Regionale Orobie Valtellinesi

IT2040401

Adjoining

SPA

Parco Regionale Orobie Bergamasche

IT2060401

Adjoining

SPA

Monte Barro

IT2030301

Neighboring

Regional Park

Parco della Grigna Settentrionale

-

Totally included

Regional Park

Parco dell'Adda Nord

-

Partially included

Regional Park

Parco Regionale Orobie Valtellinesi

-

Adjoining

Regional Park

Parco Regionale Orobie Bergamasche

-

Adjoining

Natural reserve

Pian di Spagna - Lago di Mezzola

-

Adjoining

Natural park

Parco naturale dell'Adda Nord

-

Partially included

PLIS

Parco del Valentino

-

Totally included

PLIS

Parco Valle San Martino

-

Adjoining

Tab. 3. List of the protected areas in the Geopark territory and surrounding areas

The Municipality of Lecco, in which all its territory is included in the proposed Geopark, is also a
participating body in the Parco Regionale Monte Barro. The territory is characterized by an
important history and culture which has also an equally important natural environment, where very
distinguished persons like Leonardo Da Vinci have visited its landscape.
The essential components of the territory are the bulwark which are present in all areas of
Valsassina, which are also elements of worship and defense. To mention some: Rocca di Baiedo
(Geosite n° 11), which is also associated to an important geological value, the Castle of Dervio, the
Castle of Corenno Plinio, the tower of the Arrigoni of Introbio (near Geosite n° 21) and the Castello
of Vezio that has been constructed thousand years ago on top of the Village of Varenna (near
Geosite n° 2) where the spectacular view of Como Lake can be appreciated, where could also be
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visited gardens, underground constructions, enclosing walls and the presently exposed Lariosauro,
in addition to the view of the raptorial operation of the hawking place. Recent examples are like the
Forte di Fuentes (17th cent.) and the remains of the Cadorna line (defense structure of the 1st
World War) with its forts made to block the eventual advancement of enemies through Valtellina.
Locations of the batteries on Montecchio Nord and at Forte di Fuentes, was due to their
characteristics of knoll and shelter of Colico, like the different rocks purposely utilized for different
parts of the construction, show us again the relationships between the geology and history of the
area. The world wars are also represented in a small Alpine museum "Casa della memoria"
annexed to the church of Pian delle Betulle locality (Geosite n° 40).
The holy places are also very important such as the famous Piona abbey, near the Geosite (n° 12)
by the same name, the Cathedral and the Cappuccini Monastery of Lecco, the Santuario della
Madonna della Cintura of Pasturo, together with a dense network of churches, as SS. Nazaro and
Celso of Bellano and S. Tommaso Beckett ok Dervio and holy edifices that makes an important
touristic resource.
The historical center of Mondonico located above Dervio is also of a particular interest. It is an
abandoned medieval age village with intact structures. There is a project to revive the
functionalities and conserve the site with its identities.
Along the Como Lake the landscape forms a ideal setting for the historical villas like Villa
Monastero, cultural places, science and history at Varenna, the Villa Cipressi, next to the previous
renown for its gardens and terraces towards the lake that has many exotic plants (near Geosite n°
2) and the Villa Manzoni (or Villa del Caleotto) at Lecco, where the writer Alessandro Manzoni has
lived when he was young.
The presence of the museums should also be mentioned, where local history and culture are
documented. Besides museums that have consistent geological/paleontological content, more or
less added to other naturalistic components like the "Museo delle Grigne" in Esino Lario (see
chapter D2), there are many that are not directly related to Earth Sciences studies. The historical
and archaeological sections of the Civici Musei di Lecco are very interesting, which are adjacent to
the Museo di Scienze Naturali. Another interesting museum is the "Museo di Ornitologia e Scienze
Naturali L.Scanagatta" (Varenna). There are also many small museums of history and ethnography
such as the "Museo del latte e della storia della Val Muggiasca" in Vendrogno, the "Museo di
cultura contadina" in Colico and the "Museo della Torre Maggiana" in Mandello del Lario (near
Geosite n° 33) that constitute a precious historical and cultural evidences of the localities.
The relationship between the geology and gastronomy of the area shouldn't be undermined. In
Valsassina and the surrounding valleys, there are many caves and thanks to their constant
humidity and temperature conditions these were always used to conserve and mature cheeses like
Taleggio and Gorgonzola (near Geosites n° 11 - 14 - 19 - 20 - 21 - 28 - 35 - 43 - 49). To this
recently bottling the mineral water of Tartavalle is added (Geosites n° 38 - 39).
The territory of the proposed Geopark is also famous for the presence of many climbing tracks,
some of which historical that date to the first decades of the 20th century. Some of these tracks are
closely related to some Geosites, such as the wall of Sasso Cavallo (Geosite n° 5), Scudi Tremare
(Geosite n° 8) and several tracks along pinnacles of Grignetta (Geosite n° 4) and at Gruppo
Campelli (Geosite n° 29) with its modern and classical climbing itineraries. Other than the famous
tracks of Grigna, there are Parete Fasana, Palone, Pizzo d'Eghen, Cresta di Piancaformia, Dorsale
dei Grottoni, Sasso di Sengg, Sasso dei Carbonari.
The archaeological museum of Lecco it was originally made as a museum of the territory, i.e.
research institute dedicated to conservation and education of the environmental history,
archaeology and nature of the surrounding area of Lecchese. The materials that are conserved in
the museum, collected from the whole territory, are displayed in chronological order from
Paleolithic to upper middle ages.
At Ballabio, in the locality of Prato della chiesa (Geosite n° 35), after excavations made by the end
of '800 in a humid zone, a site of cemetery of the Bronze age was discovered. The area showed a
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systematically stratigraphy-archaeology repeated sequence. During excavations, the instruments
used to move big blocks showed a large protection all along the rock wall containing human bones
by the rests of concretional breccia with some objects. There are many other archaeological sites
in the Geopark, example, the collection of archaeological materials found in the territory of Val
d'Esino. This was a Celtic grave (excavated at the upper Esino or Cres); funeral equipments of a
Roman grave (excavated at the Lower Esino or Psciach), weapons and tool of daily activities,
coins and jewels. At the municipality of Pasturo, the first archaeological excavation is in progress in
order to display the remaining wall of the Rocca di Baiedo (Geosite n° 11) and its age appears to
be upper medieval during the Longobard period.
Territory of the proposed Geopark, therefore, can be classified as an area with a high density of
natural attraction, art and history that can satisfy its visitors in all aspects.
The Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park (Geosites n° 1 - 6 - 8 - 9 - 37 - 44 - 45 - 50) extends for
more than 5000 hectares. It is dominated by mountains that range from 500 to 2409 m.a.s.l. Other
than the geological aspect, widely discussed in chapter B, that is the main framework for certain
aspects of the proposed Geopark, the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park has other interesting
aspects. It includes two important sites at the Community level (SCI) (Geosites n° 1 - 3 - 4 - 5- 13 33 - 36 - 44 - 47) and one Special Protection Area (SPA) (Geosites n° 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 13 - 33 - 35
- 36 - 44 - 47 - 50). The interesting aspect is the presence of various plant species, most of which
are endemic. It is the community of Larix in the southernmost part of the Alps. Among the
representative fauna it is worthily mentioning the Falco peregrinus, Pernis apivorus, Aegolius
funereus, Lyrurus tetrix. Within the park twelve tracks are traced with botanic and floristic affinity
that also extend to the related SCI and SPA. The overlapping among Geosites and Natura 2000
Sites give the clearly evidence of the strong link between geology setting and the natural
environment. The particular geology (the Geosites) and geodiversity are the habitats for rare birds
and endemic plants species (biodiversity).
The Valentino Park was born with the donation of it by the family from Lecco called Gerosa-Crotta
to the Italian Turing Club (Touring Club Italiano) in 1960. The area extends to the north of
Coltignone and Piani Resinelli. In 1984 the Valentino Local Park (Parco Locale di Interesse
Sovracomunale - PLIS) was formed between the Municipality of Lecco and Abbadia Lariana. Large
woodlands dominate the flora type with Fagus in the upper altitude, Ostrya carpinifolia, Fraxinus
ornus and Laburnum anagyroides at lower altitudes. Among animals, fox, squirrel, hare, weasel,
stone marten and roe are very diffused in the area. In the park there is the Casa Museo that is
described in chapter D2.
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D – Economic Activity & Business Plan
1. Economic activity in the proposed Geopark
The Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark territory represents a fundamental conjunction
element between the metropolitan area around Milan (where almost 3 million people reside) and the
principal mountainous area of the Lombardia Region, represented by the Valtellina and the
Valchiavenna (in the Province of Sondrio). The principal connection routes, such as railways and
roads, in fact, cross the Geopark area and have a consistent traffic flow in both directions, with
positive effects on the territory's economical system. The territory is also used for amusement
purposes by the majority of the population residing in the Milanese area that can benefit, with limited
transfers, by the opportunities offered by the lake environment, the middle to high mountains for
entertainment and to pass free time in healthy environment.
The tourist sector, specially the lakes and mountainous areas, represents an important factor in the
local economic system, with a good diffusion of tourism oriented structures and with a good quality of
services offered. The sector has a wide margin to improvement and valorization of different elements
regarding the receptiveness offered. Despite growth of the tourism sector, economy of the area in the
Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark appears to be strongly attached to the manufacturing
industry, with small and medium size companies, and in particular with the numerous handcraft
enterprises that combine the product quality with the most traditional processing, mostly international
oriented markets and with a relatively higher percent of export of the total production. The industry in
the territory offers an important number of job placements, excluding the City of Lecco, which
represents almost 50% of job placements of the total offer in the area.
There is a lower number of enterprises and service activities related to the tertiary sectors. Most
are oriented to provide services to the population instead of advanced services to the enterprises,
with a wide diffusion of the commercial enterprises. More qualified services are present in the
Municipality of Lecco, also for its role as a chief town of the Province; here during the last years
advanced and innovative services have grown both for enterprises and the population, financial
activities, credit and research, with a relevant expansion of the cultural and educational activities
(such as university), administrative and sanitary activities.
The agricultural-zootechnical sector in the Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark today
represents a micro sector in number of enterprises and number of employees. Even if it has
particularly specialized and innovative enterprises in it (for example olive growing) and strongly
connected with the agri-food activities, in particular that of cheese factory. The agricultural activities
present in the territory guarantee an efficacious maintenance of the forests and environment.
Generally the fundamental environmental indicators show a good environmental state despite the
fact that, in the last years surveys showed a light reduction of air and water quality, while wide green
areas still persist, particularly forests, that help the equilibrium of the ecological system, thanks to the
activities of numerous associations that operate voluntarily for the maintenance of the territory.

2. Existing and planned facilities for the proposed Geopark
Many famous Geosites are already described and proposed itineraries guides at national and local
levels. There are some examples: Geological itineraries in the Grigne (Itinerari Geologici delle Grigne
- Casati and Bini, 1982), the Regional Geological Guide-book (Guide Geologiche Regionali - edited
by BE-MA), Naturalistic Itineraries at Moncodeno (Itinerari naturalistici in Moncodeno - Bini et al.,
2003), The Geosites of Insubria, a 350 million years long journey (I Geositi dell’Insubria, Un itinerario
lungo 350 milioni di anni - Bini et al., 2008). Although there are sites useful for didactic, well illustrated
and discussed, they are usually fragmentary and not homogenous in all the territory. One of the main
objectives of the Geopark is to give major visibility to these sites, so that they could be inserted in
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itineraries in which different sites are linked together. So excursionists can make journey through the
geological history of the territory.
The existing structures for each Geosite are reported in the following table:
N°

GEOSITE NAME

EXISTING FACILITIES AND ACTIVITIES

1

MONCODENO ICE CAVE

2

FIUMELATTE

3

PORTA DI PRADA

4

GRIGNETTA PINNACLES

5

SASSO CAVALLO

6

CALCARE DI PERLEDO
VARENNA
TYPE
SECTION

7

FORMAZIONE
BELLANO
SECTION

8

SCUDO DELLA GRIGNA
SETTENTRIONALE

10

BELLANO CANYON

11

PONTE DI CHIUSO
ROCCA DI BAIEDO

12

PIONA AND OLGIASCA

13

PIANI
RESINELLI
MINING MUSEUM PARK

14

BARITE MINES

DI
TYPE

-

20

CONGLOMERATO
DI
PONTE DELLA FOLLA
BINDO LANDSLIDE

21

TROGGIA WATERFALL

24

VALBONA MINE

25

PIZZO VARRONE

19
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Geological guided tour
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Itinerari naturalistici in Moncodeno" - (book)
"I Geositi dell'Insubria" - (book)
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological guided tour
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Itinerari naturalistici in Moncodeno" - (book)
"I Geositi dell'Insubria" - (book)
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological guided tour
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Itinerari naturalistici in Moncodeno" - (book)
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological itinerary:
"Itinerari naturalistici in Moncodeno" - (book)
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
Geological guided tour
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Itinerari naturalistici in Moncodeno" - (book)
"I Geositi dell'Insubria" - (book)
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
"Guide Geologiche Regionali 1/2" - (book)
Geological guided tour
Environmental Education
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
"Guide Geologiche Regionali 1/2" - (book)
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
Geological guided tour
Geological itinerary:
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological itinerary:
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" 1/2 - (book)

INFRASTRUCTURES

Touristic cave
Bogani Refuge (info point)
Geological paths

Touristic cave
Pic-nic area

Bogani Refuge (info point)
Buzzi Bietti Refuge (info point)
Geological paths
Climbing paths
Rifugio Rosalba (info point)
Climbing paths
-

-

Antonietta al Pialeral Refuge (info
point)
Geological path

Bellano canyon ticket office
Path

Bicycle path

Touristic mines
Touristic mine - in project
Bicycle path
Bicycle path
Bicycle path
Grassi Refuge (info point)
Falc Refuge (info point)
Casera Vecchia di Varrone Refuge
(info point)
S. Rita Refuge (info point)
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26

MINE AND FURNACE

-

Falc Refuge (info point)
Casera Vecchia di Varrone Refuge
(info point)
S. Rita Refuge (info point)

27

VAL BIANDINO PLUTON

Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" 1/2 - (book)

-

29

PIANI DI BOBBIO

Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" 1/2 - (book)

30

LAGO DI SASSO MINE

-

31

CALEOTTO'S MINE

33

FERRERA CAVE

34

LAORCA CAVE

35

BALISIO CANYON

37

CAINALLO
MORAINE
AND
LACUSTRINE
DEPOSITS

Geological itinerary:
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"
Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Itinerari naturalistici in Moncodeno" - (book)
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" - (book)
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" 1/2 - (book)
-

38
39

40

MUD VULCANOES
TARTAVALLE THERMAE
PIAN DELLE BETULLE
DEEP
SEATED
GRAVITATIONAL SLOPE
DEFORMATION
(DSGSD)

42

PIANI DI ARTAVAGGIO

44

CONGLOMERATO
PIALERAL

45

MOGAFIENO
AREA

48

FANS

DEL

KARSTIC

Buzzoni Refuge (info point)
Gran Baita Refuge (info point)
Sora Refuge (info point)
Lecco Refuge (info point)
S. Rita Refuge (info point)
Geological path
Geological path
Bicycle path

Cainallo Refuge (info point)
Geological path

Bicycle path
Bicycle path

Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"

-

Geological itinerary:
"Guide Geologiche Regionali" 1/2 - (book)

Castelli Sassi Refuge (info point)
Nicola Refuge (info point)
Cazzaniga Merlini Refuge (info point)
Aurora Refuge (info point)

Geological guided tour
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological guided tour
Environmental Education
Geological itinerary:
"Grigne/Itinerari Geologici" - (book)
Geological guided tour "Geobus in Valsassina"

Antonietta al Pialeral Refuge (info
point)
Geological path
Antonietta al Pialeral Refuge (info
point)
Geological path
-

Tab. 4. Existing facilities, activities and infrastructures for each Geosite

The Comunità Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone Val d'Esino e Riviera is already studying didactic trail
on geological themes specifically projected for blind people with Braille panels and rock and fossil
samples to touch. In the Geopark context these projects can be amplified in the territory, foreseeing
an appropriate section in every structure.
Bicycle paths Ballabio-Taceno
Among the infrastructures of the territory, the bicycle paths of Ballabio-Taceno is of particular
prestige, It follows the Valsassina bottom of the valley , that is part of the very long bicycle itinerary of
Lecco – Bellano. The itinerary includes the deviation from Cremeno to Bergamo passing through
Culmine di San Pietro. The complete track is about 50 km. The bottom valley part, slightly sloping
and for the major part asphalted is also adequate for families and occasional bikers. The bikeways,
crossing several Geosites, is an ideal geological itinerary, that can be done by everybody and show
directly many peculiarities of the Geopark and demonstrate the geological evolution of the area. The
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presence of panoramic view points, offers occasions to observe some Geosites that can not be
reached directly by the bikeways (e.g. Scudo della Grigna Settentrionale - Geosite n° 8) and this
gives the idea of wider vision. The Geosites that are crossed by the bikeway are: Balisio Canyon
(Geosite n°35), Conglomerato di Ponte della Folla (Geosite n°19), Barite Mines (Geosite n°14),
Troggia waterfall (Geosite n°21), Ponte di Chiuso - Rocca di Baiedo (Geosite n°11), Bindo landslide
(Geosite n°20), Tartavalle thermae (Geosite n°39), Mud vulcanoes (Geosite n°38), to these some
other sites that can be reached by small deviations could be added.
The bikeways pass through many towns of the valley bottom and this allows the excursions to be
organized in many ways according to the needs of the tourists. This will also add other interesting
sites and easily utilize many services, such as restaurants, bike renting, etc. It is also important to
note that, a new bikeway is planned along the cost of Lake Lecco – Colico.
In the proposed area of Geopark, there are many museums that describe their territories through
their collections of samples and discoveries. These museums are briefly described below and will be
reinforced, inserted in the communication network, so that they can be used for didactic purpose to
support the Geopark or as laboratories of detailed studies by attaching the existing activities that will
be evaluated by the future activities of the Geopark.
Museum of Lecco (Museo Civico di Storia Naturale)
The Museo Civico di Storia Naturale of Lecco is situated in the Palazzo Belgiojoso, that is a
prestigious building constructed between the end of the 17th and the 18th century by the family of
Locatelli from Valle Imagna. The building was restructured in 1774 and it became a museum starting
from 1928. Other than natural sample collections, it has archeological halls, historical war resistances
hall, scientific and didactic laboratories and other research structures. The building is also a place
where the "Civico Planetario di Lecco" is situated, a unique structure with a dome of 8 m in diameter
that is capable of containing more than sixty persons.
The naturalistic collection with some exemplars prepared by Carlo Vercelloni (founder of the
museum) are very interesting. Another peculiarity of the museum is that, the collections are displayed
in the same way as they were exposed by the early 20th century, with some of the glasses of the
previous century. It is like “a museum within a museum”, in fact, it is very rare to see how museums
were displayed in the last century.
The new theories and knowledge that may not fit very well with the “historical” organization of the
collection are illustrated on didactic tables under the display. The geological part is represented by
the mineralogical collectionsthat in many museums in the world have been substituted by various
innovative methods of presentation. One hall is dedicated to Lariosauro and another one dedicated
to Como Lake Paleontology (Paleontologia Lariana) was recently inaugurated.
Museum of the Grigne (Museo delle Grigne)
The small museum of Grigne of Esino Lario contains important collections that show from a local
point of view and by local materials the geological events and local history of human beings. There
are minerals of Pre-Alps and Alps, fossils of Middle Triassic period found in the basin of Esino. The
natural environment and climatic conditions between the lake and Grigna reconstruction are present
and there is also a collection of Italian butterflies.
Artifacts related to the first human settlements are also indicated by examples; the Neolithic cert
arrow found at Rocca di Baiedo, objects, jewels and weapons found in the Celtic grave of the village
of Cres (or Cresso) and in that of the Roman village of Piac (or Piacco). These two centers are
distinguished by their relative difference of mode of livings. The collections include some traditional
ways of livings in the valleys with utensils and instruments used in the past by farmers and at home
with the reconstruction of the "casel", mountain chalet typical of the "Maggenghi". The halls are well
organized with their descriptions and didactic tables allowing to understand and follow the events
that have characterized the territory.
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Head office of the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park
At the Head office of the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park in the locality of Prato Buscante,
Barzio, there is a permanent paleontological and geological display of the Grigne and Valsassina.
More over, laboratories are well equipped for scientific activities divulgation and environmental
education using paleontology and ancient biodiversity.
Piani Resinelli Mining Museum Park
The mining Park was open to the public in 2002 and it allows to visit mining areas exploited starting
from 1600 until the mid of the 20th century. Two itineraries are proposed; the first is the mining area
“Anna” and it can be reached following a foot path of 500 m in the wood. The mining area is
equipped with objects of the end of 1800 and beginning of 1900. Graphs, didactic tables and
adequate conditions are right to teach children. The second mining area (Cavallo) was developed in
seven levels and is characterized by spectacular and wide scenes and it is adequate for persons with
major excursion experiences. At the entrance of the mine there are didactic laboratories for various
ages of persons including that of maternal schools, and they have themes of geology, botany and
meteorology.
Premana Museum
The Etnographic museum of Premama was founded in 1974. It has a rich collection of objects,
utensils, clothing, daily use instruments, that testifie the agro-pastoral culture and the material and
economic life of the pre-alpine community. In the “hall of iron”, different stages of extraction and
processing of iron of the Premana territory are displayed. Starting from the pre-Romans when
extraction of minerals started in the upper valleys, the activities continued until the end of the 19th
century when the Premanesi forgers migrated to Venice, Milan and Cararra and until now there is
production of cutting objects.
Grigne - Parco del Valentino natural Museum
The museum is located in an ancient building within the Parco del Valentino at Piani Resinelli: It
offers a lot of natural and landscape aspects of the Gruppo delle Grigne, and samples of embalmed
animals, wood samples, minerals and rocks. In the small library there are many texts of natural
science, geology published since the 1800s. In addition it is the natural starting point of several
interesting excursions to the mountains, most of which lead to the Gruppo delle Grigne, where there
are also botanic tracks.
Castello di Vezio -permanent exposition on Lariosauro
In the picturesque frame of the tower of Castello di Vezio, there is a permanent exposition that has
as a theme the Lariosauro; casts are also exposed both of the examples found in the XIX century in
the Calcare di Perledo Varenna, and in the ones found in Varesotto and other parts of the world. The
importance of the findings in the Calcare di Perledo Varenna has gradually attracted the attention of
even non specialized public.
The eco-museums are ways of valorizing and conserving the territory that overtakes the traditional
concept of museum. The idea was created in the 70s in France, today they are defined as an
"agreement through which the community takes care of the territory". Born to conserve the traces of
countryside and mountain realities that were risking of disappearing because of the expanding and
pressing urbanization, they have become a way to promote local cultures and territories. The ecomuseums, other than promoting the local reality, usually proposing routes with a sight on specific
elements in the territory, they promote also scientific research and didactic activity. Within the
Geopark and in the confining zones, there are numerous eco-museums that help to build a network
of routes that intersect with the local important sites.
Valvarrone Eco-museum
The eco-museum concerns the territory of the Municipalities of Introzzo, Sueglio, Vestreno,
Tremenico and it is entirely within the proposed Geopark area. Six routes have been spotted, they
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have a significant cultural value and touch different aspects, such as architectural, historical and
religious and those more naturalistic and geological ones. The six routes are the "“Il miraggio del
Lago” centered on the historical villages by the lake side of Valvarrone, "Per Roccoli, Locc e trincee"
in which in part they follow the trenches of the Cadorna line and mountainous landscapes are
crossed. "Anfiteatri militari" centered on the military positions of the first World War, with the
possibility of walking a small part in the gallery, "Valli dei molini", where two kinds of water energy
exploitation can be compared, "Monte Legnone alta via della Valsassina Valrasga" and "In miniera".
The last one is surely that of major geological interest; the route touches the feldspars mine of
Lentrée and the trace of the cableway plant for the transportation of the mineral. In many other
itineraries, it is also possible to see the tight interconnections existing between nature and its
territories, strongly supported by the geology and the local history.
Grigne Eco-museum
The eco-museum started in 2008 under the will of the Esino Lario Municiaplity and the initiative of the
Amici del Museo delle Grigne Onlus association. The eco-museum promotes initiatives and
itineraries to valorize the territory of the Grigne especially thinking to children. This realizes
engagement of the tourism structures both in promoting the creation of parks, playgrounds and childsize didactic structures (e.g. talking benches, didactic tables). Interesting are also the proposed
routes that cross attractive geological sites. The eco-museum is also dynamic and open to proposals
of new routes, so that routes that can illustrate the geological history, including to children can be
developed.
Valtorta Eco-museum
The Valtorta eco-museum comprises the area of upper Val Brembana that confines directly with that
of the proposed Geopark. The starting ideal of the eco-museum was the ethnographic museum of
Valtorta, in which testimonies of the rural and of the typical jobs that have sustained the local
population, are conserved. From here the eco-museum expanded comprising the hydraulic sawmill
of Valtorta that is recently renovated and made functional, the ancient mallet mill in the Valle Stabina,
where it is possible to visit also the remnants of the ancient mine and the planes of Valtorta. In this
area there are naturalistic particularities, like swamps with interesting biotype which is in a
valorization phase with their didactic tables and routes, as well as spaces for sports and fun in free
space. To complete the eco-museum there are different footpaths that run in the valleys and towards
the highest peaks.
Valle Imagna Eco-museum
The Valle Imagna eco-museum includes sixteen municipalities of the valley, confining with the
Geopark territory. One of the peculiarities of this territory is the presence of numerous caves that
filled the area. In addition to the artistic and religious routes there are other routes mostly
speleological, one of which is the cave named "Tomba dei polacchi".
Hotels distribution in the Geopark territory is not sufficient, but there are possibilities to increase both
in quantity and quality. On the contrary presence of extra-hotel accommodations, appear to exist in
some parts of the territory, with lower costs, but of good quality: in fact there are numerous camping
sites (particularly in the municipalities that have shoreline of the lake), Bed and Breakfasts and the
middle to high mountain refuges; presence of farm-holiday tourism activities is not scarce. Presence
of these structures satisfies popular tourism demand that is inclined towards the environmental and
tradition aspects instead of the quality and luxury. In the last years the tourist flows have been
progressively growing also due to the improvement of the accommodations, which is accompanied
by a serious of initiatives related to the valorization of the environment (local parks, bikeways,
equipped paths, lake beaches, etc.) products of the local tradition (art exhibitions, wine-gastronomic
events, cultural events, etc.).
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Recently entrepreneurship initiatives are being developed in the territory, by groups of geologists and
naturalists that propose geo-tourism packages and geological excursions suitable for all types of
users. In the future activities of the Geopark there will be a structure to sustain this type of enterprise
and coordinate privates initiatives.

3. Analysis of geotourism potential of the proposed Geopark
The development of Geoturism in the area has a consistent possibility of development thanks to
different factors, other than those already mentioned in the previous chapters of the dossier:
- type of the Geosites: the presence of Geosites that are of interest for various geoscience subjects
(e.g. geomorphology, palaeontology, mining) incite the attraction of tourists interested in different
subjects. In addition, many of these sites, have aesthetic and historic values that are accessible also
to a non specialized public. This is proven by the great success of the didactic and popular
excursions organized by the Comunità Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone Val d'Esino e Riviera. A
better information dissemination and inclusion of wider frame of supply will surely stimulates the
tourist affluence both in the known fields and in the less exploited areas.
-location of the Geosites: the abundance of Geosites permits the choice of Geosites for each specific
value and geoscience subject (history, geomorphology, etc.) that are suitable for daily excursions or
more challenging trekking activities to satisfy the diverse needs.
The presence of easily reachable Geosites with public transportations and easily accessible makes
them within the reach of everybody and particularly suitable for the development of didactic journey
also for children.
This very easy accessibility, moreover, permits the usage of some sites through out the year.
-importance of the Geosites: there are Geosites of national and international levels of interest apart
from those of local level only. These sites have different values. This permits the attraction of both
local and foreign tourists more or less interested in geosciences.
-educational value: there are many sites that represent natural phenomena diffused in all the PreAlps, and generally in all the mountainous areas (eg. morphologies caused by landslides, karst,
glacial morphology, thrusting, tectonic lineaments, evolution of the territory in general etc.) that are
suitable for environmental education.
This makes the territory a "science laboratory" suitable for all ages teaching from the nursery school
to the university. The proximity with the communication ways and the density of the Geosites makes
the Geopark territory an important destination for the great number of users from schools of big and
near cities (Lecco, Milano, Como, Varese, Bergamo, Monza) of Lombardy. By creating didactic and
scholastic tourist packages and by incrementing the publicity, the flow of didactic geo-tourism would
have a substantial margin of growth.
Another important element is the close relation between the localization of the Geosites and the
presence of tourists offer and substantial affluence of tourists. This relation could generate synergies
with the consequent growth of interest for Geosites (visited by a greater number of people).
As shown in the following table, in the principal areas of concentration of Geosites there are already
diverse kinds of tourism that could benefit from interventions that have as an aim the valorization of
the Geosites; this is valid both in the mountainous areas of the territory (where snow and mountain
tourism have developed, not only green and nature, but also historical and cultural), as well as in the
areas nearby the lake, where historical tourism is backed up by lacustrine, environmental, religious
and wine-gastronomic tourism.
The numerous Geosites present in the area could benefit from the well solid touristic affluences and
they could represent an attractive factor, increasing the tourist affluences and offering new
opportunities to the visitors.
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It's important to remark, finally, how the present tourist offer, also regarding the tourist
accommodations, are favorable for a "dynamic" tourism (excursion, trekking, environmental, etc.)
that could be highly integrated with the presence of Geosites.
TOURISTIC
AREAS

GEOTURISM ELEMENTS
Geosites

KINDS OF TOURISM
Present

Potential

Grigne
Area

1
3
4
5
6
8
13
33
34
37
44
45
46
47
50

Moncodeno Ice Cave
Porta di Prada
Grignetta Pinnacles
Sasso Cavallo
Calcare di Perledo Varenna - Type section
Scudo della Grigna Settentrionale
Piani Resinelli Mining Museum Park
Ferrera Cave
Laorca Cave
Cainallo moraine and lacustrine deposits
Conglomerato del Pialeral
Mogafieno karstic area
Prato della Nave
Travertino di Necrebbio
Valle del Geron landsliede

nature
ski and snow
sporting

Valsassina Area (valley
bottom)

6
11
14
19
20
21
28
35
38
39
49

Calcare di Perledo Varenna - Type section
Ponte Chiuso - Rocca di Baiedo
Barite Mines
Conglomerato di Ponte della Folla
Bindo Landslide
Troggia waterfall
Lacca della Bobbia karst spring
Balisio Canyon
Mud vulcanoes
Tartavalle thermae
Nava hanging valley

historical
nature
cultural
religious

sporting
food and wine
thermae

18
28

Zucco di Maesimo
Lacca della Bobbia karst spring

29
42
43

Piani di Bobbio
Piani di Artavaggio
Maggio moraine

nature
ski and snow
sporting

historical
food and wine

Como Lake Area

2
7
9
10
12
33
34
36
46
47
48

Fiumelatte
Formazione di Bellano - Type section
"Nero di Varenna" quarries
Bellano canyon
Piona and Olgiasca
Ferrera Cave
Laorca Cave
Rialba Towers
Prato della Nave
Travertino di Necrebbio
Fansi

Valvarrone-Valbiandino
e
high valley Area

15
Bocca di Biandino
17
Val Fraina kame terraces
22
Abandoned iron mine
24
Valbona mine
25
Pizzo Varrone
26
Mine and furnace
27
Val Biandino pluton
30
Lago di Sasso mine
31
Caleotto's mine
32
Canale del Peloso mine
40
Pian delle Betulle deep seated gravitational slope
deformation (DSGSD)
41
Casargo saddle

nature
ski and snow
sporting

historical
cultural
food and wine

Morterone Resegone
Area

16
23

nature

historical

Valsassina
(plateau)

Area

Liassic paleo ridge
Costa del Palio caves

Tab. 5. Analysis of geoturism potential
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4. Overview and policies for the sustainable development of: geo-tourism
and economy, geo-education, geo-heritage
During the last ten years, one of the economic sectors that has had the greatest growth on a global
scale is tourism. In fact, expense of tourism made in foreign countries has doubled and in the coming
ten years it is supposed to increase by further 50%. In 2011, more than a billion people have done
tourism in foreign countries. The contribution of tourism to the GDP of Italy is more than 130 billion
euro (9% of the national production) and the people engaged in this sector are about 2.2 million (one
tenth of the working class). Considering the past tourist flow, from about 280 millions of passengers
in the 1980s to about 900 in 2010, and in 2030 it is expected that the passengers will be doubled, to
reach 1,8 billion per year (World Tourism Organization, 2011). This implies a medium growth rate in
the period of fifty years (1980-2030) of about 4% per year. The international travelers are
fundamental for the Italian tourist sector because they represent the growth engine, since the internal
demand is destined to remain unvaried or at most to grow at very low rates. It has been a common
trend: considering the number of night stays in hotels as demand indicator, in Italy the local travelers
number has grown by 0,3% per year, while those acquired in Italy by international travelers has
grown with an annual rate equal to 2,2% (Istat, 2012). Considering that in 2010 900 million
international travelers have been recorded on a global level, of these about 400 million have stayed
in the competitive arena of Italy, generating an overall expense of € 286 billions (the net cost of
Italians that have traveled abroad is lowered to € 270 billions). For the period 2010-2020 the
expected growth of international tourism in the Italian market is equal to 2,9% per year, as numbers
of travelers and 4,8% per year in terms of expenses. Considering the dimension of the international
demand, the position of Italy remains still very strong. This affirmation is confirmed by a study of
Isnart (2011) that has shown how in general terms Italy is still the most desired destination, following
France and Spain. As for "BRIC", Italy is the most desired in Russia, India and China; while it is
second for the Brazilians, after France. It's good to consider anyways that Italy has a good position
as far as arts, history, wine-gastronomy, natural attractions and shopping is concerned. This strong
position in the international tourist imaginary is more valid for tourists coming from BRIC. Hence, it's
clear that Italy has to use this strong brand and value perceived that she has and has to make the
most out of it. Tourism represents for our country a relevant sector, with a significant weight in the
national economy, generating more job opportunity confronted with other industrial sectors
considered a priority. Tourism has moreover a great potential in communication and intercultural
integration matters which are two important elements in our world that has become multi-polar.
Tourism offers a great opportunity for the valorization of our great historical and artistic heritage, both
in respect of communication and the identities of territories, but especially in terms of attraction of
new resources for their conservation and re-evaluation.
GEO-TOURISM AND ECONOMY
Geo-tourism is a relatively new term that indicates a form of cultural tourism, whose potentialities and
social utilities start to unveil their value. The short term aim is to develop a specific type of tourism, in
synergy with the realization of dedicated routes, partly already existing, among which the cyclepedestrian connection Taceno-Barzio or to go through with mountain bikes to reach the "passo
Augello", the walls of Ortanella or the Alpe of Esino. Presence of unique characteristics have special
values, specially from the geological point of view, like the carbonate formation that emerges in the
Grigne group, named “Formazione di Esino” in which algae and marine animals fossil remnants are
found in abundance. This with the whole Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park can be defined as the
Eco-museum of Grigne. In the proposed area in fact, there is a high concentration of peculiarities
that suggest to discover the land with a new vision. So steps will be taken, through a portal dedicated
to the territorial marketing of the Geopark, in the direction of promoting and selling: tourist packages,
didactic packages dedicated to the education world and that of scientific communication, guided
visits for groups (divided in type of users) and last but not least, the activation of an e-commerce
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section dedicated to the Geopark products of the community (e.g. wine-gastronomy products, local
hadcraft, and distribution of all the products). From the described setting it results that it’s
fundamental to consider the experience of geotourist as an end to end process, which means that
from the moment in which the potential host of the Geopark develops a desire to depart to the
moment in which he/she’s back home, he/she will nurture the memories and the desire to go back.
GEO-EDUCATION
Learning to know the candidate territory so that when it’s crossed or when a temporary living place is
searched for, it can be useful to not only appreciate some aspects that are not noticeable at first
glance or that may seem irrelevant, but also to catch the opportunity of having fun and learning. The
will is to develop and increment the didactic, cultural and tourist use of the territory, whose richness in
geodiversity has all the requirements to outstand on a global scale, through a concrete valorization.
The proposed area has highly scientific and landscape value contents, and through a valorization
and public diffusion journey, it will have a strong pulling power for the economy of the territory and will
educate youngsters to respect their environment. The project of geological paths, with the insertion of
Geosites in didactic scientific and cultural itinerary that are multi-disciplinary, will allow the use of the
territory not only for tourist purposes, but also teaching. In order to make possible what has been
described and written, and considering the potentialities of the candidate area, a multi-language
portal will be activated, dedicated to Territorial Marketing of the Geopark besides the realization of
the App, for multimedia device, purposely developed both for specialized visitors and for gamedidactic and tourist activities, given the possibility, through the portal forms, to realize stays appositely
created for each user, to distribute visits in all seasons (to prevent seasonal visits only) realizing
specific products for specific demand segments differentiated for passion and interest. The short
distribution productions will be a great target in order to offer the host a complete experience that
embraces themes such as the earth, nature, culture and wine-gastronomy.
GEO-HERITAGE
Political decision makers and the great public have to be informed of the precious heritage of
information acquired in Earth Sciences, on themes like water, energy, health, soil, natural disasters,
through the use of clear communication straightforwardly understandable. Learning to read useful
information directly in the territory represents the shorter way to experiment the real applicability of
geosciences to everyday life. Specifically it’s surprising to think that the Formazione di Esino is what
remains of an ancient marine platform, similar to coralline barriers of nowadays tropical seas. The
shells and animal and vegetal remaining imprisoned in the sediments have originated fossils, studied
by prestigious scientists and kept in the "Museo delle Grigne". The Formazione di Esino is also one
of the most karst formation in Lombardia (Geosites n° 1 - 3 - 5), with an elevated quantity of forms
both superficial and deep; for this reason the Grigna is particularly interesting from the scientific and
speleological point of view. Important not to underestimate, the exploration activity of the innumerate
caves present, the most deep in Lombardia (the abyss W le Donne reaches 1170 m depth).
Moncodeno is the Italian area with the most high cave density. The most famous cave is "Giazzera",
or the "Ghiacciaia" (Moncodeno Ice Cave - Geosite n° 1), containing snow and ice, already studied,
probably, by Leonardo Da Vinci. Has to be remarked that, for all the particular geological
characteristics, this zone of the Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park, together with Pialeral in Pasturo
(Geosite n° 8) and Fiumelatte in Varenna (Geosite n°2), has been connected with other Insubria
Geosites, next to UNESCO’s heritage site Monte San Giorgio. So a better knowledge of the
peculiarities (both values and weakness elements) of an ecosystem in weak equilibrium like the
alpine, pre-alpine and lacustrine environments, is the necessary compass to the harmonious
coexistence with the territory that hosts us.
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5. Policies for, and examples of, community empowerment (involvement
and consultation) in the proposed Geopark
The participation process is the first and fundamental step towards the creation of a serious of
efficacious policies to make and strengthen the community of the Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake
Geopark. The awareness of the proposed Geopark's potential has to be extended to the entire
community and this can happen, specially in this period, only by using different priority actions but
with two relevant elements: the economic impact and the rapidity of execution. The intended
activities are policies, characterized by an elevated economic impact and high speed of execution
that can achieve the aimed targets only through coordination of the various entities of the proposed
Geopark community. The policies that are going to be developed start from the "bottom-up"
processes, in which the very Geopark is a catalyst of proposals that have to begin through the
engagement of the "actors" present in the territory. It's evident that in such an approach, the
participation of the Geopark community becomes fundamental not only for the development of the
Geopark itself, but also, and mostly to share a univocal development journey. For the creation of
networks and for the development and engagement of the local community the following measures
will be adopted:
1. The Comunità Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone, Val d’Esino e Riviera as coordinating
element between the various actors: tourism is a "glocal" industry with global competition, but
local offer, for which a strong and efficacious coordination is fundamental between the different
actors and operators on the proposed Geopark territory. The Comunità Montana, as a well renown
public corporation of the territory can have the coordination role between the corporations and
associations in the territory in order to prevent occasional an punctual actions, that in a global
tourism have low chances of success.
2. Creation of permanent reunions: realization of the Geopark requires a high sate of
coordination on all decisional levels (political, technical and operative); the reunions have the aim
to find the best solutions in the direction of engaging the community and finding the European
structural funds or Regional initiatives supporting the Geopark. The creation of reunions serves,
moreover, to create transversal development actions that the policies have to find solutions on a
technical level to be successfully operated practically.
3. Rationalising the communication and promotion: to prevent the fragmentation of the offer
and the interest of the national and international tourists, it's necessary to focalize on a few key
elements that have to be detailed, developed and promoted. There is therefore the necessity to create
a unique communication channel through which to present the promotion initiatives of the Geopark.
4. Initiatives for the betterment of the distribution and the quality of the tourist flow: adopting
measurements to favour the de-seasoning and the sustainability of tourism to prevent the
saturation of some parts of the Geopark in favour of less known "smaller pearls". To do this it is
necessary to create and promote a calendar of events that inspires the tourist to visit the Geopark
during the whole year and to find the best practices to enclose the development potential and find
the criticity and the areas that can be improved in the Geopark.
5. Development of tourist multidisciplinary journeys: this way usage of the territory is
guaranteed not only for tourists but also for teaching purposes. Furthermore it is possible to
address the tourist flow related with shopping, which is one of the most attractive themes for
tourists coming to Italy, with sustainable environment and geologic exploration. In this sense the
high accessibility of the Geopark and the nearness of the City of Lecco with the heart of the
Geopark itself permits the creation of a calibrated offer for a diverse kind of tourists depending on
the singular interests (natural, sport, cultural, wine-gastronomical)
6. The promotion of cultural activities: the Geopark has to be the centre not only for the
promotion of the territory but also for the development of policies that enhance the cultural events
like meetings, expositions, contests, workshops etc.
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7. Creation of a portal and an App for territorial marketing: implementation of a technological
platform composed by a website in different languages and an application for smart-phones and
tablet is fundamental for the promotion and sharing of the Geopark with tourists. Without forgetting
that the use of social networks for the communication of projects, educational initiatives, etc, today
like never before, is fundamental to involve the younger population.

6. Policies for, and examples of, public and stakeholder awareness in the
proposed Geopark.
To focalize better on the actions that are going to be taken, it's appropriate to develop a premise in
order to focalize the evolution of the styles that guide the tourists in selecting a tourist destination,
that in synthesis can be reassumed in a) increasing of internet connection, from which we
derive that: a.1.) online purchasing of overnight and day stays; a.2.) less mediation between
physical agencies and tour operator, in favor of direct purchasing; a.3.) the judgment of the users
has become crucial for the success of a product; a.4.) the wide penetration of smart-phones has
amplified the possibility of accessing the contents "always connected"; a.5.) the presence online
and on social networks is crucial to orient the choice. A second aspect b) life rhythms are faster
from which we derive that b.1.) more weekenders on short radius; b.2.) need for faster
connections; b.3.) shorter tourist stays. Finally it's fundamental to start a c) authentic experience,
from which we derive that it's fundamental to offer a c.1.) personalization of the trip; c.2.) research
of a suitable offer, in line with the consumer's interests.
As for the details shown it's necessary and strategic for the Geopark:
I) creating a section of the tourist portal dedicated to tourist services of the Geopark;
II) creating the contents of the tourist portal and relative devices;
III) activating a permanent technical reunion, in order to discuss and consequently emerge
particular functions and needs of the citizens and of the stakeholders of the Geopark, with the aim
of making the necessary modifications to the portal and the Apps for the next releases;
IV) development of new thematic routes and digitalization of the existing ones for a common use,
for the candidate area in order to reunite it with the existing Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park;
V) activating the management of the touristic portal section dedicated to the Geopark's touristic services
in Multilanguages, with a separated section dedicated to the direct communication of the Geopark;
VI) activating coordinated and unitary communication actions between districts composed by:
implementation of the marketing strategy (Push and Pull) for the whole Geopark community, social
networks usage, participation to national and international trade fairs, educational tours and
workshops;
VII) activating promotion actions of the initiatives and events of the Geopark, through marketing
and communication strategies based on internet and the new media;
VIII) developing an efficient involvement and formation of the local population through an apposite
formed team;
IX) participation to national and international trades, workshops for the touristic promotional activity
through an appositely created staff;
X) structuring a coordinated, dynamic, interactive and georeferenced calendar of the Geopark for
the events of the community (associations, and third sector) through the mapping of those existing
and the ideation of new initiatives;
XI) ideating and distribution of apposite teaching material of the Geopark and of the relations with
the community;
XII) GPS traking of naturalistic paths in order to offer more datailed cartography and a “data base”
useful for all the new technologies and media;
XIII) enhance the educational activity.
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For future eventual investments, further actions are assumed:
I) ideation and realization of new tourist routes (natural, historical-artistic, wine-gastronomic etc.)
through an appositely created internal team (e.g. videos dedicated to specific projects);
II) ideation and realization of clarifying videos on specific themes (documentaries);
III) activating a network coverage (internet and intranet) through the creation of a WiFi zone in the
Geopark, both to convey promotion information of the portal and to increment the level of sicurity;
IV) inserting multimedia and information totems in the main places of interest or of arrival of the
visitors / tourists, to be personalized for eventual sponsors;
V) purchasing of personalized tablets of the Geopark to hand to the visitors of the territory.
BUSINESS PLAN
Organization management of the Geopark will be done by the Comunità Montana Valsassina,
Valvarrone Val d'Esino e Riviera that has an adequate institutional and administrative structure in it,
as shown in chapter A3. The staff is backed up by the scientific committee and by the
representatives of the stakeholders, with the aim of defining the necessary interventions and the
strategies to adopt in order to maintain the quality standard in line with the GGN/EGN policy and
sustainable with the local reality. Being the structure of the Comunità Montana Valsassina,
Valvarrone Val d'Esino e Riviera already founded, the instruments, both programmatic (Master
Plan, composed by the territorial plannning instruments, see chapter C3), economic (SocioEconomic Development Plan - Piano di Sviluppo Socio-Economico) and financial (own funds
budget for the management of the Comunità Montana and project funds), to pursue the Geopark
aims they are ready to be active from the moment of an eventual entrance in the European and
Global Network.
Development of the Geopark needs a series of actions which have different temporal divisions.
Some of these are preliminary and preparatory to the development of the Geopark, and others are
prolonged (such as creation of new itineraries, maintenance of footpaths, implementation of visitor
center, laboratories, implementation of environmental education etc.).
The project to candidate the Geopark is in progress since 2011 and it is the natural evolution of
Interreg IIIA project (see C3).
The preliminary activities already made for the presentation to be candidate are:
1) mapping and description of all subjects related to the geology of the area, that are listed in this
dossier,
2) identification of areas with high geo-tourism development potential,
3) conception of structures that will manage the geotourism offer,
4) implementation of activities for environmental education and scientific (related to geosciences)
information diffusion in order to evaluate feedbacks and public support; this action has obtained
satisfactory results.
5) compilation of reports for the candidature,
The activities will be organized and schematized in three years plan from the moment they get the
access to the European and Global networks. These will have two types of actions, the first is
organization / managerial type to improve the management and integration of the Geopark with the
local community and the European and global networks. The second action deals with the
realization of specific projects in the territory (e.g. posters, new itineraries, divulgation / didactic
(such as guide, promotion, multimedia projects))
In the first three years plan, all the activities that are utilized to define the management
components of the park, such as relations with the local institutions, stakeholders and the
population will be evaluated to create incentives in productive manner of the Geopark.
The objectives of the first three years plan, therefore are:
- application of all the policies to acquire the requested standards of EGN and GGN;
- realization of the communication plans and common activities proposed by the EGN an GGN;
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- formation of a permanent technical group to identify common actions to be worked out and their
financial channels (e.g. European funds, Regional funds, etc.);
- improvements of communication and promotion to collect all tourists / cultural incomes of the
Geopark;
- distributing and leading tourists flow by improving the supplied quality in terms of destinations and
divulgation / didactic materials;
- creation of new multidisciplinary itineraries;
- promotion of cultural activities (exhibition, congress, etc.);
- utilization of multimedia technology and internet both in the marketing strategy and promotion,
and in the information management within the Geopark and along the itineraries;
- implementation of scientific research activities in the territory of the Geopark.
The actions in detail to attain the objectives are as following:
value in thousands of EUR
Actions
Managerial activity
Scientific committee and report compilation
Formation of technical unit
Geopark management by Comunità Montana
Participation service and local population education
Coordinated calendar of the Geopark to avoid overlap of initiative events
Participation at the EGN e GGN events (workshop and meetings)
Annual registration at EGN e GGN
Total managerial expenses
Local actions
Conception and realization of new geotourism Itineraries
Didactic panels along the geotourism Itinerary
GPS mapping of Geopark paths
Inserting multimedia and information totems in the main places of interest or of
arrival of the visitors / tourists, to be personalized for eventual sponsors
Path maintenance
Educational activities
Multimedial mapping
Designing Geotourism package
Guide and guide-map of geotourism
Activating a network coverage (internet and intranet) through the creation of a WiFi
zone in the Geopark, both to convey promotion information of the portal and to
increment the level of sicurity;
Total local actions expenses
Promotion and communication
Meeting with the citizens to display projects
Branding and marketing
Realization of communication plans and common activities proposed by EGN and GGN
Creating a section of the tourist portal dedicated to tourist services and creating the
contents of the tourist portal and relative devices
Multimedia device
Activating promotion actions of the initiatives and events of the Geopark, through
marketing and communication strategies based on internet and the new media
Purchasing of personalized tablets of the Geopark to hand to the visitors of the
territory.
Participation to national and international trade fairs, educational tours and
workshops
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2015

2016

15
2
50
2
1,5
3
1,5
75

15
2
50
2
1,5
3
1,5
75

15
2
50
2
1,5
3
1,5
75

10
10
-

10
5
5
10

5
5
10

5
10
10
15
-

10
10
5
5
-

10
10
5
5
10

60

60

60

2
2
2
10

2
2
3

2
2
2

5
2

3
2

2

5

5

3
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10
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Ideating and distribution of apposite teaching material of the Geopark and of the
relations with the community
Ideation and realization of clarifying videos on specific themes (documentaries)
Total promotion and communication expenses

15

15

15

10
63

10
52

10
46

TOTAL

198

187

181

Tab. 6. Planned actions and budget for the period 2014-2016

E – Interest and arguments for joining the EGN/GGN
The formation of Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark and its introduction to the GGN is
based on several reasons. The area has a very high potential for scientific research and education
purposes since it is very rich in geodiversity. It permits us to see all the Southern Alps formations
from the crystalline basement until the present geodynamic processes indicators displaying several
geoscientific aspects. Thanks to the numerous Geosites and naturalistic sections present in the
territory, it is possible to understand how the mountain chains are formed and their dynamics that
affect the continental curst, from the folding of tectonic units to emplacements of plutonic bodies. In
a place highly tectonized, unfortunately subjected also to several earthquakes, it is surely
interesting to closely observe and discover the causes. The paleontology can be studied and
displayed, other than in the museums and laboratories, at the place of discovery, thanks to the
important sites where fossils of fishes and reptiles of Triassic age were discovered. Many sites are
also related to karst formation processes with surfacial exposed forms such as ipoges and also
springs. This will let the Geopark be a good example of the functioning of a karst system as a
resource of water for the major part of the Pre-Alps of Lombardia. There are ice caves, other than
their historical value, recently they have acquired a high scientific value for their paleoclimate
archive. Dynamics of the Pleistocene glaciers are clearly indicates by several forms, such as
moraines, terraces and glacio-lacustrine deposits. There are also sites that show direct
relationships between daily human life and geology. On one side, there are several mining areas
that are abandoned and some are revived and can be visited. These are evidences for the
contribution of the wealth of the territory. On the other hand some landslides show how the human
life could be informed by geologic events and a sustainable management could reduce the effect
significantly. A number of Geosites are related to the change of river courses of Pioverna and
Varrone, beyond the demonstration of important physiographic changes of the area, it indicates
that evolution of an area cannot be understood by studying a single site, but by collecting data in a
vast area. The clear advantage of geological study of sites and territories is the fact that it is
profoundly related to the holistic vision. To the geological factors some wonderful and sometimes
dramatic scenarios are related (it is important to mention that in 1911 Grigna was chosen to
produce the film "Inferno" that was colossal of the period). Clearly displayed outcrops make
Geosites very important for didactic activities. In addition, to reach many sites, along their way
there are many sites where many cultural and historical elements could be observed (churches,
abbeys, museums, castles and villages) in which the proposed Geopark is rich enough. Geology of
the area will therefore be integrated with the local culture and geological information will be given
including to the ordinary tourists. This way the idea of Geopark and Geoeducation could be
assimilated together with the rest of the disciplines. The wide diversity and richness of the Geosites
allow to make variable itineraries which can be suitable for different interests and capacities in
terms of age, physical preparation, cultural interest and period of stay. In fact, it ranges from
Geosites that can be visited in a day, to medium and high mountains itineraries that need more
days or Geosites (like caves) that need technical preparations. All the Geosites together make a
book that narrates a history of 250 million years of evolution and profound relationship between the
substratum geology and the history of local community.
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The proposed Geopark follows the natural evolution of the previous projects made to protect and
valorize the geological heritage that were developed by many organizations, among which are the
Regione Lombardia, the Comunità Montana Valsassina, Valvarrone, Val d'Esino e Riviera and
local administration.
In addition to the creation of protected areas (e.g. Grigna Settentrionale Regional Park, Parco
Locale di Interesse Sovracomunale del Valentino, SPAs (Special Protection Areas) and SCI (Site
of Community Importance), protection is realized also to identify significant Geosites at national,
regional or local scale that are also registered in the Regional Landscape Plan (Piano Paesistico
Regionale).
Among the areas where valorization and information dissemination were conducts, the following
could be mentioned:
1) the project to be realized with in the program of Interreg III A Italia-Switzerland with the title of
"An itinerary 350 million years long; the Insubria Geosite; new opportunities for Tourism (Un
itinerario lungo 350 milioni di anni. I Geositi dell’Insubria: nuova opportunità per il Turismo)";
2) safety of some mining areas were guaranteed together with didactic boards;
3) valorizing and safety increment of the Moncodeno Ice Cave;
4) opening the activity and guided visit in the Bellano Canyon.
A lot of initiatives are linked to these projects; these are like conferences, excursions, publications,
education supply of schools at various levels. These have had great success and incited more
attention of the administrations and the public interest towards these themes grew higher and
higher.
To the initiatives made by the administration, the flow of specialized tourism accompanied by
organizations and self guided tourism is added.
Realization of a Geopark will initiate a synergy between various interested groups to organized and
coordinate various actions, to protect and diffuse new information, both specifically geological or
other related disciplines.
A well coordinated vision in the Geopark can be advantageous both to the local administration, by
optimizing resources and choosing the right priority to act politically and valorization and to the
users of the Geopark that will see rationalization and diversification of the supplies, so that they
can choose the activity and objective suitable for their need. A dense network of local educational
net infrastructure (museum, exhibition, and display) that already exists, could get higher visibility if
it is well organized and managed by the Geopark.
Recognition of a Geopark by the GGN, will confer it more importance in protection conservation
and valorization allowing it to make a change in quality of its performances that already had started
at various levels.
Moreover, a Geopark having an international aspect and local wealth, would be an additional
motive to initiate the local habitants and the users for its geo-conservation by introducing an
attractive management of the territory and sustainable tourism.
The Geopark acting as a lever and stimulator of the tourism based local economy, it is an
opportunity to reinforce the close relationships of the population with it territory. This is particularly
important where the progressive industrialization and urbanization has made the relationship more
feeble. In fact, a higher diffusion of Geopark and their interconnection with other related sites would
bring tourists even to internal less frequented zones. This would constitute an important resources
for small sites that are less visited and utilized. The growing demand of naturalistic tourism would
have been resolved in a Geopark where the landscapes is very attractive and the infrastructures
facilitate and are suitable (such as Bicycle paths, refuge, agritourism) even for high standards. The
present tourism conducted along the lake sides and in the mountains, mainly related to the winter,
would be the base for the future mass flow to be directed to the Geoeducation by introducing
initiatives and ad-hoc itineraries. In addition, the close relationship between natural resources,
history and local traditions, which is a fundamental point for the formation of a Geopark will be an
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additional opportunity to maintain active the historical memories and culture, if not will be lost with
time and natural change of generations.
The geographical location of the Geopark is another important condition. In fact, the Geopark is not
very far from Milano and other important cities of the Pianura Padana. Communication in the area
forms a very dense network, including public transportation and hence daily excursions can also be
easily done. Information dissemination, within the "open laboratory" of the Geopark could be
supplied from highly variegated basin of utilizes. There is also a densely woven footpath network
that allows to access the Geosite and the existing accommodation structures are able to permit to
increase the flow of tourists without new interventions which may alter the territory. Due to the spirit
of geoconservation in situ and its natural way, a Geopark, including and coordinating many
different conditions in a capillary way, could have a double effect in stimulating defense actions of
the territory where safety guard is necessary. This should be done by guarantying the ordinary
maintenance which has a direct impact on the emergency.
At last the most important point is related to the quality indicator "European Geopark", would be of
a great privilege for their territories. To be part of the network of ENG and GGN will permit the
comparison with reality of the rest of the world. This will stimulate creativity of new proposals, and it
is this type of network that is ideal to start and grow. To be part of projects like ENG and GGN will
also help the growth of mentality and policies to bring local sustainable development, thanks to the
valorization of the geological wealth, mainly through the development of tourism. Thanks also to
the use of the common promotional instruments (eg. websites, journals, etc.) and forums, it is
possible to trace new international partners to cooperate and exchange ideas and launch joint
ventures and at least ask to finance the program by the EC and other international organizations.
The interest to candidate Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark to the European and Global
Geoparks Network, was demonstrated not only by the scientific community, but also by the local
reality, that are directly engaged in the Geopark management, by many groups that deal with
sustainable tourism and by the most important national association of geologists.
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